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Executive Summary

The objectives of this study are exploring the existing metrics for data centre (DC) efficiency and identifying which
metric(s) would be most suited for use by policy makers. To this purpose, the study presents and analyses the different
concepts and approaches for data centre metrics, highlighting the main challenges for their definition and application,
linked to the different DC operating and ownership models and the diverse services provided.
The study covers an extensive literature review that describes and evaluates the existing metrics developed in various
sources. This literature review distinguishes energy metrics and functional metrics : energy metrics are those that
evaluate the energy efficiency of a data centre using only energy parameters, and do not require the definition of data
centre functions; where functional metrics evaluate the energy efficiency of a data centre referred to the work delivered
in terms of functions, usually data processing, data storage and network traffic.
The energy metrics include, among others, Power Usage Efficiency (PUE), CSA benchmark energy factor, ETSI Global
KPIs, consumption reference values proposed by France, ENERGY STAR Score for data centres and data centre idle
coefficient. The functional metrics include Uptime Institute metrics based on function, Data Centre Performance Per
Energy from the Japanese Green IT Promotion Council, and the Green Grid ICT capacity and utilization metrics,
among others.
The literature review also incorporates other papers that analyse the existing metrics, the opportunities and potential
of the IT sectors in energy savings and the possible policy developments in this field. It also covers initiatives, reports
and standards that provide useful information on DC energy managements systems, DC categorization, KPI definition,
etc.
Based on this information, the study analyses and suggests two DC functional metrics for use by policy makers, which
are based on data measurements and collection at the individual DCs, and an overall metric for development of DC
energy efficiency at a national, regional or global level, based on existing statistics. The first of the two DC functional
metrics is aimed at IT equipment and it evaluates the functional efficiency of the DC as the average used capacity
divided by the average IT power used. In contrast, the second metric evaluates the total work delivered and the total
energy consumption of the DC during a reporting period. These two different metrics are meant to respond to the
needs from different policy options: for example, a policy option that requires information from DC operators will require
different information, metrics and monitoring period than a policy option aimed at IT equipment owners or manufacturers. These proposals are accompanied by case studies to illustrate its application and an explanation about how to
measure and collect the data.
The gap analysis shows the need to define harmonised test methods and reporting standards adapted to the policy
purposes. There are several metrics already available which are meant to monitor the operation of DCs and therefore
they allow certain leeway to accommodate to the specific conditions of each DC. Another obstacle in functional metrics
is how to integrate the three functions (data processing, data storage and network traffic) into a unique value of work
delivered. Besides, gaps in provision of information responsibilities and data access arise from the DC operating and
ownership models.
The study concludes that the need for defining a clear and harmonised framework for information provision is paramount, and must include the parameters, the testing methods, sampling periods and/or the reporting periods, etc, that
will enable the statistical and technical analysis, and the fair comparison amongst DCs.
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Introduction

2.1

Specific study objectives

The specific objectives to be achieved with the activities in this study are, as defined by the Request for Proposal:
Explore existing metrics for data centre efficiency.
Identify which existing metric(s) would be most suited for use by policy makers, i.e. which metric(s) would
be most suited to base policies on.
Background: a lot of work has already been done on data centre metrics, however, for example
the PUE is subject to some difficulties. Also, the EU Code of Conduct for Data Centres is essentially a list of options to improve the efficiency of data centres, where improvements relate to the
baseline of the data centre in question (and not to a general metric).
Conduct a gap analysis of existing metrics for data centre efficiency, and make policy recommendations for
the modification or development of energy metric(s) to fill any gaps and address any barriers (if this is indeed required). Paying close attention to the issues raised in the EDNA report on data centres and wide
area networks.
Background: the EDNA report on data centres and wide area networks concludes that maximising
efficiency can only be achieved by comparing the product efficiency at the range of utilisation levels which the device is expected to operate in, and this is most easily determined with knowledge
of the complete efficiency curve, rather than a single number. A standardised reporting format (e.g.
JSON or API) to access the power and performance data for each type of equipment would be
much more useful for making detailed comparisons.
Examine the data sources required to calculate the preferred metrics (above).
For any proposed metric, provide an example of a small (possibly hypothetical) case study on how to calculate/assess the metric with a typical data centre.
The scope regarding type of metrics related to the study objectives has been further discussed and defined with
EDNA, see Section 3.3.
Data centres are in the following abbreviated to DC.

2.2

Approach and Methodology

The overall approach is shown in Figure 2-1: Overall study approach

Figure 2-1: Overall study approach
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2.2.1

Subtask 1: Existing metrics for DC efficiency suited for energy efficiency policies

The aim of the subtask is to collect information on relevant existing metrics related to DC efficiency and identify
which of these would be most suited to base energy efficiency policies on.
The metrics suited for energy efficiency policies will be assessed in more details in parallel with the gap analysis and
the data source analysis, because they are central for the suitability of the metrics.
2.2.2

Subtask 2: Gap analysis and policy recommendations

The additional analyses in this subtask will focus on identifying and analysing the gaps.
Gaps include too large methodological uncertainties and too low availability of data of sufficient quality, especially
regarding data for data traffic and electricity consumption for the same sub-categories.
2.2.3

Subtask 3: Data sources and case study

The assessment of data sources will focus on the data traffic and electricity consumption combined, if necessary,
with other data related to potential adjustments or weighting factors and different methodologies.
A small case study will be prepared for the recommended metrics, providing illustrative examples of the use of the
metrics for typical data centres. These are thought to be case study calculations that only function as examples for
understanding the metrics. They should be based on realistic figures, though not necessarily real-life figures from a
specific DC.
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Definition of metrics for data centre energy efficiency policies

3.1

Introduction

Before describing the existing metrics for DC efficiency suited for energy efficiency policies (Subtask 1), we have
assessed further the scope regarding type of metrics related to the study objectives and hereinunder what would be
the most suited metric for energy efficiency policies in order to steer the analysis work in this task. We have done
this in dialogue with the EDNA Operating Agent and the Task Leader.
The background for launching this study is a focus on DCs among policy makers in relation to an expected increase
in energy consumption due to a global trend in overall increase in digitalisation, in centralised computing and storage
and in cloud services substituting localised smaller DCs and enterprise server rooms. Much work has been carried
out during the last 10-15 years partly on optimising DCs energy consumption; mainly on the cooling area, recovery
of waste heat and use of renewable energy; partly on developing energy efficiency metrics to be able to benchmark
DCs and to use as a KPI for the DC operators regarding the actual operation of the DC and not at rated conditions.
However, no global recognised and applied DC metric covering all main parts of the DCs exist today.
In the following sections, we introduce the main features about data centres and their services, which may impact
the definition and application of metrics for policy-making purposes. This will provide a context for the literature review and further analysis carried out in the rest of the study.

3.2

Overview and classification of data centres

The DCs consist of ICT equipment and infrastructure, which includes the building envelope, power and environmental control equipment, which securely house the equipment, provide a reliable power supply and ensure a suitable
operating environment. The ICT equipment consists of servers (for data computing), data storage equipment (for
data storing) and network equipment (for data transmission). The power supply consists of mainly UPSs, power distribution equipment and emergency generators. The environmental control equipment consists of air treatment and
cooling equipment (for secure desired temperature and humidity).
For the purpose of energy consumption measurement, the energy within the scope of DC can be established as:
IT equipment energy includes the energy associated with all of the IT equipment (e.g., compute, storage,
and network equipment) along with supplemental equipment (e.g., KVM switches, monitors, and workstations/laptops used to monitor or otherwise control the data centre).
Total facility energy includes all IT equipment energy as described in the bullet above plus everything that
supports the IT equipment using energy, such as:
Power delivery components, including UPS systems, switchgear, generators, power distribution
units (PDUs), batteries, and distribution losses external to the IT equipment
Cooling system components, such as chillers, cooling towers, pumps, computer room air handling
units (CRAHs), computer room air conditioning units (CRACs), and direct expansion air handler
(DX) units
Other miscellaneous component loads, such as data centre lighting
DCs deliver a broad mixture of services as data computations, data storing and data transmission serving the needs
of the end-users with e.g. access to website information, web applications, messaging, data crunching, media
streaming or file storing. The services are delivered to the end user devices such as computers, tablets, mobile
phones, localised servers, IoT devices, etc. Furthermore, a crosscutting service provision is the level of redundancy
and fault tolerance expressed as DC Tier classification.
Table 3-1 below provides an overview of elements that form a datacentre.
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Table 3-1: Overview of a datacentre1

3.2.1

DC operating and ownership models

Different operating and ownership models for DCs exist and though these models may not influence the definition of
the metric, in practice the models may influence the data collection practices for the metrics calculation.
The DC operating and ownership models are basically:
Enterprise DC or server room (small DC)
Co-location centre, where the DC provides the building, space, utilities (cooling, power, etc.) and customers
can rent space for their servers and data storage units.
Managed Service Provider DC, where customers can rent hardware or different kind of application services.
These can be divided into:
Hosting of specific applications such as MS Exchange and websites
Generic managed services such as SQL databases and file storage
Specialised managed services such customised and mission critical appliances
Full outsourcing to cloud services with full suite applications such as MS Office 365, Google Docs
and Google Workspace
See an overview in Table 3-2.

1

Intelligent Efficiency For Data Centres & Wide Area Networks. Anson Wu of Hansheng Ltd, Paul Ryan of EnergyConsult Pty Ltd
and Terence Smith of Mississippi Consulting Pty Ltd for EDNA. May 2019
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Table 3-2: Data centre operating and ownership models2

The largest internet companies (hyperscale) tend to be more vertically integrated, which means they own and operate the data centres including all infrastructure, IT equipment and end user applications.

3.3

Scope of the metrics

There are a large variety of metrics from very generic and simple metrics some only covering part of the DC performance to very complex requiring many measurements. To select the most suited metric, it is important to have the
purpose well-defined and to assess the data availability during the selection process.
The most common metric is the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE), which measures the efficiency of the infrastructure as a proportion of the total energy consumed. Metrics for equipment are the second most common type of metric, and typically measure the average efficiency at a number of utilisation points including at idle. Measuring at multiple utilisation points is needed to better represent actual use and because power is not perfectly proportional to utilisation - at idle equipment can consume at 30-70% of the peak power. There are also some examples of metrics that
measure the service or work delivered by the DC, though this entails some challenges (see section 3.4.3).
The scope of the metrics for this study has been further clarified during the progress of the study based on input from
the EDNA members and specifically from the Task Leader.
The DC metrics should be used for the following situations for the policy makers:
Primarily: Setting policy measures targeted the individual DC
Secondarily: Monitoring the development of energy consumption and energy efficiency of DCs at global,
national or regional levels to be used as a basis for developing policies
The DC metrics should aim at:
including DC buildings, ICT equipment, power supply, cooling equipment and any integrated power generation e.g. emergency generators,
being suitable for existing DCs and new establishments;
focusing on the energy consumption and energy efficiency for the DC itself i.e. excluding opportunities for
waste heat and renewable energy;
not including the WAN (Wide Area Network) i.e. the transport paths between the DC and the end-users;
and
not considering lack of data as an issue if this could be solved by regulation; but identifying reasons for lack
of data such as technical, confidentiality, organisational or other issue.
The recommended metrics to be used for measures for the individual DCs should not necessarily suggest specific
levels or thresholds. Metrics could also be used to develop measures of information provision, which are more
2

Intelligent Efficiency For Data Centres & Wide Area Networks. Anson Wu of Hansheng Ltd, Paul Ryan of EnergyConsult Pty Ltd
and Terence Smith of Mississippi Consulting Pty Ltd for EDNA. May 2019
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appropriate for new technologies and businesses, and as a prior to step for policy makers to gather the necessary
data and information.
However, many metrics found in literature are aimed to help DC operators to monitor and optimise data centres, and
therefore intended to be communicated only to internal stakeholders. In this case, the metrics proponents always
discourage comparisons between disparate data centres because the underlying business assumptions around service level targets may be quite different.

3.4

Challenges in defining data centre metrics

The definition of suitable metrics for data centres requires the clarification of important aspects. There are issues
related to data collection and responsibilities stemming from the different DC business models, the appropriate test
methods and measurement of energy consumption and the debate around how to define the function or service provided by a DC.
3.4.1

Data collection and responsibilities

The primary problem for DC metrics is that the DC services are extremely varied and may be very different from DC
to DC; that the DCs consist of a combination of very complex products and that there are various operating and ownership models. For example, in some DCs, the customers bring their own servers, in others the customers rent the
DC s servers and control them fully. This may create uncertainties around:
what data is needed to quantify the service provided by the data centre, due to the variety and complexity of
services
how data is accessed and collected, if the DC operator is not the owner of the IT equipment (colocation
DC).
who is responsible to provide that data for policy purposes
3.4.2

Energy consumption

For the metric calculations, it is needed to measure the energy consumption and the services delivered - or at least
an indicator (a KPI, Key Performance Indicator) also known as a proxy - for the same time interval.
Definition and measurement of the energy consumption are less complex than of the energy services delivered.
There are however still definitions to clarify e.g. if the energy consumption of the emergency diesel or gas generators
and of the office buildings connected to the DC location should be included. Furthermore, there may be practical
problems if the needed meters for specific components and areas of the DC are not installed.
Another key aspect to measure energy consumption is the need to establish a sampling or reporting period that is
representative of the load of the data centre. The energy efficiency of a DC is highly dependent on the used capacity, since idle equipment can consume 30-70% of peak power and cooling systems will also vary according to their
duty cycles. For this reason, the metric needs to measure the input and output of the DC under the different conditions of load, temperature, humidity, etc that it must undergo along a representative period, which is usually one
year. This long period may be an issue for the implementation of some policy measures, and could be reduced if
necessary, but in any case, a representative sampling period needs to be defined.
3.4.3

Defining the function: service to end-user or work delivered by DC

Energy efficiency metrics for systems and products provide a relation between the energy services delivered by the
system or products (such as amount of light from a light source) and the energy consumed by the system or product
when delivering the amount of energy services. In a formula:
𝐸𝐸

𝐸 𝑒 𝑔 𝑐
𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝑒 𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑑𝑒 𝑖 𝑒 𝑒𝑑

Measuring the energy consumption is in theory straightforward. In practice, it may be a challenge to install the meters, especially if it is needed to measure individual type of equipment, i.e. separately the servers, storage equipment, etc.
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However, measuring the energy services delivered is much more complex, because of their variety and lack of definition and measurement methods for the services. It can be done on different levels:
The highest and most complex level to measure is the energy services delivered to the end-user that the
end-user uses the data centre for such as storage of photos and producing office documents. This level of
energy services is difficult to define and measure, especially if all types of energy services delivered by all
datacentres should be captured.
The next level is the energy work delivered by the data centre, which can be summarized as a mixture of
data computations, data storage and data transmission (connection to the network mostly the internet). In
principle, these services can be defined and measured.
As a third level, a more generalized, qualitative level could be introduced by using e.g. the size (floor area)
of the data centre, the number of servers used or even the number of data centres itself. These data points
(may be called delivery units ) representing the energy services are easily available at the datacentres.
At each of these levels, the energy services would be defined, measured and calculated as one or more KPI(s) (Key
Performance Indicator) or proxy(ies), which can be combined into one KPI/proxy be weighting the individual
KPI(s)/proxies.
The highest and most complex level is by definition very varied: high performance computing (HPC) centres may
define work in terms of the number of proteins folded, genomes calculated, or weather models iterated, while websearch data centres might measure the number of queries served or the number of pages indexed, and corporate
data centres might handle a mixture of emails, web pages, and application transactions, just to name a few of services provided by data centres. In this case, the output of data centres would need to be specific to the service provided the DC, sometimes even unique to a given DC. Before any further evaluation, this approach shows two fundamental drawbacks:
The variety of metrics linked to services delivered limits the ability of the metric to compare data centres,
which would render these metrics very constrained for policy-making purposes.
Even within the same data centre, the service provided may be very diverse and/or varying over time, so
the exercise to define and set test methods for each of them can be extremely complex
Instead of defining and measuring the actual service, a possibility may be a KPI (Key Performance Indicator) also
called a proxy, which in a high or low degree can reflect the services delivered. E.g. a proxy for watching a film may
be amount of data transmitted. This would be the second level of complexity, i.e. the function would be defined as
the work delivered by a DC, which consists basically of a mixture of data computations, data storage and data transmission.
An important aspect is the suitability of metrics in real-world situations, which can be applied as criterion to evaluate
the first level of complexity (end-user service) to the second one (work delivered by DC). In general, it is about the
tension/difference/relation between theory and practice. This has two aspects: first is the correspondence to practice
of a metric (where metric is the theory ); does the metric at least reflect what happens in the real world, e.g. if more
movies are streamed, does the metric increase? Second aspect is the measurability: can the (theoretical) metric be
measured in practice?
In this regard, the Green Grid11 established criteria for metrics or proxies, which can help in this theory/practice debate. Based on those criteria, we propose the following metrics attributes as means to carry out a reality-check on
the two levels of metrics for defining DC functions:
Responsiveness: the metric should react to changes in the IT or facility infrastructure.
Completeness: the metric should cover all the scope of the data centre in terms of energy consumption and
functions.
Objectivity: the metric should require as little personal judgement as possible either in setup or interpretation
Measurability: where possible, a metric should be designed to leverage existing data collection tools and
infrastructure that would typically be found in the data centre.
Consistency: there should be a harmonised method that defines the metric, and the measurements, data
collection and calculations required.
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These attributes can be evaluated for the two levels of complexity described above, as shown in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Two levels of DC function against reality-check attributes
DC function level

Services delivered to the end-user

Work directly delivered by DC

Reality-check attributes
Responsiveness

Probable but uncertain, it would require
validation in real conditions

Yes

Completeness

The link between the scope of the metric
and the scope of the data centre is not
clear. For example, online shopping may
entail two DCs: the data centre where the
shop application is hosted and the data
centre where the customer bank application is hosted.

Yes

Objectivity

Probably, the scope and definition of the
metric will require certain subjectivity. Using the example of online shopping, the
service is completed when the customer
pays or when the customer gets the purchased good? In the latter case, the IT system for the transport supplier should be included

Computing, storage and data transmission
can be objectively defined as DC functions

Measurability

The data will be less accessible and not
readily available in DC

Yes, or at least the software needed is
ready to implement

Consistency

Harmonised methods will be difficult. Need
of many different methods for each service
delivered

Harmonised methods will be less complex,
some already available in literature

As can be observed, the function of a DC defined as the work delivered in terms of computing, storage and data
transmission is easier to implement in real conditions. This is supported by findings in the literature review, where all
metrics aimed at measuring the efficiency of DC are defined in those terms in one way or another. From now on, we
will use the term functions to refer to the three components of work delivered by the DC: computing, storage and
data transmission.
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4

Existing metrics for data centre energy efficiency policies

4.1

Introduction

This section presents an overview of existing metrics for data centre efficiency with opportunities for the DC energy
efficiency policies as we described in the previous chapter. With existing we mean metrics already used in analyses, regulations, benchmarking etc. as well as studies, policy papers etc. with proposed or considered metrics.
This is based on a review of literature including:
EDNA reports
EU and national authority reports
ITU and other standards
Other studies from universities, laboratories, organisations etc.
Metrics found in literature can be categorized as energy metrics or as functional metrics . Energy metrics are
those that evaluate the energy efficiency of a data centre using only energy parameters incl. for BAT equipment,
building area and economic values, and do not require the definition of data centre functions. Functional metrics
evaluate the energy efficiency of a data centre referred to the work delivered in terms of functions, usually data processing, data storage and network. The different sources analysed are classified below attending to these two categories.

4.2

Description of the individual energy metrics

4.2.1

Power Usage Efficiency (PUE)

The PUE3 metric is associated with the data centre infrastructure, and measures the relationship between the total
facility energy consumed and the IT equipment energy consumed.
PUE is defined as the ratio of total facilities energy to IT equipment energy, as shown in Equation 1 below.
𝑃𝑈𝐸

𝑇 𝑎 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑖 𝑖 𝑒 𝑒 𝑔 𝑐
𝐼𝑇 𝑒 𝑒 𝑔 𝑐

𝑖
𝑖

Total facility energy is defined as the energy dedicated solely to the data centre (e.g., the energy measured at the
utility meter of a dedicated data centre facility or at the meter for a data centre or data room in a mixed-use facility).
The IT equipment energy is defined as the energy consumed by equipment that is used to manage, process, store,
or route data within the compute space. More details are listed below:
IT equipment energy includes the energy associated with all of the IT equipment (e.g., compute, storage,
and network equipment) along with supplemental equipment (e.g., KVM switches, monitors, and workstations/laptops used to monitor or otherwise control the data centre).
Total facility energy includes all IT equipment energy as described in the bullet above plus everything that
supports the IT equipment using energy, such as:
Power delivery components, including UPS systems, switchgear, generators, power distribution
units (PDUs), batteries, and distribution losses external to the IT equipment
Cooling system components, such as chillers, cooling towers, pumps, computer room air handling
units (CRAHs), computer room air conditioning units (CRACs), and direct expansion air handler
(DX) units
Other miscellaneous component loads, such as data centre lighting

3

The Green Grid (2012). PUE : A comprehensive examination of the metric https://www.thegreengrid.org/en/resources/libraryand-tools/237-WP#49---PUE:-A-Comprehensive-Examination-of-the-Metric
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The methodologies to calculate PUE are described in several standards such as ISO/IEC 30134-2:2016, ITU L.1302
and EN 50600-4-2:2016, among other data centres KPI. It was first developed by The Green Grid Association.
4.2.1.1

Assessment

PUE is the most used and known metric for data centres, and it provides very useful information about the auxiliary
energy consumption (i.e. excluding the IT energy consumption) related to the IT energy consumption, using a welldefined method and easy data collection. Given its wide application, it is a good source of information, which is reflected in the statistical analysis of PUE data done by ENERGY STAR (see below). The drawback is that it cannot be
used as an indicator of the efficiency of the energy consumption of the IT equipment.
4.2.2

Canada: CSA C510:21 Ideal state benchmarking and application of benchmark energy factor for
data centres

4.2.2.1

Description

CSA has published a standard4 that describes the method to produce benchmark energy factors for data centres,
which is based on:
The essential performance factors and their reference values, which represent industry-accepted factors
and their reference values based on BAT (Best Available Technology) and practice.
The essential loads, which are defined as a the minimum load required to fulfil the task for which the data
centre was designed.
These factors are used to calculate the essential energy of a data centre function or process, by means of an essential energy model. The essential energy is defined as the minimum amount of energy to do the required useful work
when using BAT in the market at the best efficiency point. The essential energy model represents a data centre
benchmarking process using BAT energy factors.
The benchmark energy factor is the ratio between the total energy consumption of the data centre and its essential
energy. The total energy consumption shall represent the annually used energy taking into account daily, weekly and
seasonal variations, and any other factor that affects the data centre load.
The standard provides the essential performance factors and reference values and the essential loads for servers,
storage, networking, mechanical/cooling subsystem, power system and lighting.
The scope of this standard covers data centres with a minimum IT load of 100 kW typically used in enterprise, government and institutional (hospitals and universities), and other facilities, where the organisation has influence over
the equipment. This may include third-party managed data centres, but excludes colo data centres, telco data centres and data centres whose electricity costs are embedded in the rent.
4.2.2.2

Assessment

The benchmark energy factor is similar to the energy index of Energy Star, however, the energy consumption is
compared to the BAT in the best efficiency point. This provides an objective to reach and what efforts are to be made
to achieve BAT. The metric is however complex and it relies on BAT information that requires regular updates. Furthermore, colocation DCs are not in scope and it seems to be more relevant for organisational DCs and not hyper
scale DCs.

4

CSA C510:21 Ideal state benchmarking and application of benchmark energy factor for data centres. https://www.csagroup.org/store/product/2705116/
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4.2.3

ETSI ES 205 200-2-1: Data centres Global KPIs; Operational infrastructures; Data centres

4.2.3.1

Description

ETSI ES 205 2005 specifies Global Key Performance Indicators in relation to energy management for operator data
centres, operator sites and customer data centres and addresses the following objectives:
energy consumption;
task efficiency;
energy re-use;
renewable energy.
The KPI are measured at different load points along a time interval, called the assessment interval.
The most interesting KPI in this standard are:
KPIEM Global Key Performance Indicator of energy management
KPITE Objective Key Performance Indicator of task efficiency
The dominant factor in the calculation of KPIEM is the Objective KPI for energy consumption (KPIEC). The value of
KPIEC, i.e. the energy consumption of the DC, is mitigated by the weighted subtraction of any valid energy re-use
(KPIREUSE) and any energy contribution from locally generated renewable sources (KPIREN). This modified consumption value is multiplied by the Objective KPI for task efficiency (KPITE) which increases the value of the KPIEM
in direct proportion to the lack of task efficiency i.e. data centres with poor task efficiency will be adversely affected.
Task efficiency is defined as a measure of the work done (as a result of design and/or operational procedures) for a
given amount of energy consumed. However, the task efficiency is purely an energy metric for an equipment providing data storage, processing or transport, and KPITE is very similar to PUE. The work is not considered a basis for
the KPITE due to the wide variety of operations performed by these equipment in data centres.
4.2.3.2

Assessment

This metric provides an indicator with energy dimensions subject to bonuses due to reuse and renewable, and penalties due to task efficiency. KPIEM is an indicator very sensitive to improvements in task efficiency, i.e., PUE lower
values.
4.2.4

France: Consumption reference values per data centre type

4.2.4.1

Description

France is exploring the option of setting consumption reference values per data centre type, which would be implemented by means of the decree n° 2019-771 of 23 July 2019. This decree sets energy consumption tiers for buildings of the tertiary sector until 2050.
For data centres, there needs to be a dataset to define those thresholds and to this purpose, the energy consumption of a sample of DC is proposed to be calculated as follows:
Consumption per square meter per year = IT Power density (W/m2) x time of use for one year x PUE
Time of use during one year = 8760 x utilization rate
The utilization rate is defined as the overall extent to which data centre servers are being used and is usually recorded as a percentage.

5

ETSI ES 205 200-2-1: Data centres Global KPIs; Operational infrastructures; Data centres https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_es/205200_205299/2052000201/01.02.01_60/es_2052000201v010201p.pdf
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4.2.4.2

Assessment

The French metric is very easy to calculate and provides a value of energy per square meter that fits to the purpose
of reference values, and targets to which DC must move forward. However, the utilisation rate must be better defined
in terms of percentage of maximum capacity for example. Furthermore, square meters are not a very precise functional unit because the energy services delivered by the equipment per square meter vary highly with the density per
square meter. It is also important to understand whether the reporting must be based on the real or the calculated
energy consumption. If the latter, all efficiency measures will be focused on reducing the IT power and increasing the
utilisation rate, which can be seen as an opportunity, but may also constrain the development of other energy efficiency options.
4.2.5

US: ENERGY STAR Score for Data Centres

4.2.5.1

Description

The ENERGY STAR Score for Data Centres6 applies to spaces specifically designed and equipped to meet the
needs of high-density computing equipment such as server racks, used for data storage and processing. The objective of the ENERGY STAR score is to provide a fair assessment of the energy performance of a property, taking into
account the climate, weather, and business activities. The aspects of building activity that are significant drivers of
energy use are identified by means of a statistical analysis of the peer building population. The result of this analysis
is an equation that will predict the energy use of a property, based on its experienced business activities. The energy
use prediction for a building is compared to its actual energy use to yield a 1 to 100 percentile ranking of performance, relative to the national building population.
The reference data used to establish the peer building population in the United States is based on survey data collected by EPA. To this purpose, EPA coordinated with major industry associations, including Uptime Institute, Green
Grid, 7x24 Exchange, and AFCOM, to inform their members and encourage participation.
The statistical analysis is also used to understand what aspects of building activity are significant with respect to energy use. The filtered reference data is analysed using a weighted ordinary least squares regression, which evaluates energy use relative to business activity (e.g. IT energy). This linear regression provides an equation that is used
to calculate energy use (also called the dependent variable) based on a series of characteristics that describe the
business activities (also called independent variables).
The dependent variable is power usage effectiveness (PUE) and the independent variables come from the the reference survey, and are:
Building Square Footage
Data Centre Square Footage
Tier Level (four levels denoting increasing equipment redundant capacity)
Number of racks
UPS Utilization
Annual IT Energy
Building Type (Stand alone data centre vs. Enclosed in another building)
Data Centre type (options included Hosting, Hybrid, Internet, Traditional, and Telecom)
HDD (heating degree days)
CDD (cooling degree days)

6

ENERGY STAR Score for Data Centres https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/tools/Data_Centre_August_2018_EN_508.pdf
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PUE variations are analysed against the independent variables, producing a regression equation used to calculate
the predicted PUE of a specific data centre. The energy efficiency ratio is the ratio between the actual PUE of a specific data centre and its predicted PUE.
4.2.5.2

Assessment

The energy efficiency rate is a very useful tool to evaluate the data centre against an average counterpart. It would
also benefit to a similar analysis of BAT, similar to CSA metric, which would provide energy consumption targets.
The drawback of the method is to regularly collect the data to produce the statistical analysis.
4.2.6

Server idle coefficient and data centre idle coefficient7

4.2.6.1

Description

The study was requested by EDNA, aiming at exploring the KPIs quantifying wasted energy in servers and data
centres and thereby reducing the IT energy consumption without reducing the workload.
The Server Idle Coefficient (SIC) and the Data Centre Idle Coefficient (DCIC) metrics take a different approach than
most other data centre metrics, since they are ineffectiveness metrics and not efficiency metrics. The source considers that determining ineffectiveness rather than (in)efficiency is grounded in the fact that there is no known generic
metric indicating the amount of work that is done by a data centre. Therefore, it is impossible to define an efficiency
metric that would by definition be of the format Unit of Work per Unit of Energy. For servers however, there is a single identifiable process that is common to all servers, regardless of make, model and even architecture, that indicates that the server has no useful workload to run. This process is known as Idle . It is possible to calculate the energy used for running these idle cycles and express this as a percentage of the total energy use of the server:
SIC = Server Energy (idle) / Server Energy (total) x 100%
Expanding this for the total data centre to:
DCIC =

Server Energy (idle) /

Server Energy (total) x 100%

According to the source, the data needed is simple and does not need application data. The pilot data showed values for the SIC that ranged from 50% (best case) to over 90% (worst case) indicating the relative size oif the savings.
4.2.6.2

Assessment

The study is refreshing because it provides another view on DC metrics than typically seen. We see the metric as a
potentially good quick and dirty measurement of wasted energy that can be useful for a DC operator. However, it
does not provide the full picture because energy waste also happens during active load. Additionally, for policy
measures, it is difficult to see this as a potential metric because it is easy to circumvent it e.g. by continuously running a workload when servers are close to idle state.

4.2.7

South Korea: Cost based energy efficiency metrics

4.2.7.1

Description

South Korean SDO Telecommunication Technology Association published the standard TTAK.KO-10.0837 Data
Centre Key Performance Indicator for Energy Efficiency Cost8, which describes the definition of cost based energy

7

The idle coefficients. KPI s to assess energy wasted in servers and data centres. Certios for EDNA:

8

TTAK.KO-10.0837 Data Centre Key Performance Indicator for Energy Efficiency
tion/eng_ttastddesc.jsp?stdno=TTAK.KO-10.0837
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Cost http://tta.kr/eng/new/standardiza-

efficiency metrics, methodologies and measurement profiles required to assess the operational efficiency in data
centres.
The standard defines operational parameters in economic terms to evaluate the energy efficiency of the data centre.
These parameters are:
DCCE Data Centre Cost Effectiveness
DCCX Data Centre Cost eXpense
OPEX Operational Expense
EBITDA Operational Expense, Earning Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization
DCCX, Data Centre Cost eXpense is defined as the ratio between the operating costs of the entire data centre
(OPEX) and the energy required by it. Data centre operating costs refer to the operational costs of the resources required to operate the data centre: labour, electricity, gas, water, etc., maintenance costs, waste disposal costs, IT
and non-IT equipment, and the depreciation costs of buildings, and other resources, the cost of purchase, etc
DCCE Data Centre Cost Effectiveness is defined as the ratio of operating revenue generated by the data centre to
the energy required by the IT equipment. There is also a risk that the metric is not able to distinguish most efficient
technologies but those data centres that provide services of greater added value. In that case, benchmarks for different services would be required for a fair comparison.
4.2.7.2

Assessment

This approach provides a simple function parameter expressed as the economic benefit producted by the data centre. However, the operational costs may be difficult to measure in some operating and ownership models where the
costs need to be allocated among different companies.

4.3

Description of the individual functional metrics

4.3.1

ITU: Energy efficiency metrics and measurement methods for telecommunication network equipment

4.3.1.1

Description

Recommendation ITU-T L.1310 contains the definition of energy efficiency metrics test procedures, methodologies
and measurement profiles required to assess the energy efficiency of telecommunication network equipment. Energy
efficiency metrics and measurement methods are defined for telecommunication network equipment and small networking equipment allowing for the comparison of equipment within the same class, e.g. equipment using the same
technologies, while the comparison of equipment in different classes is out of the scope.
Energy efficiency is defined as the relationship between the specific functional unit for a piece of equipment (i.e., the
useful work of telecommunications) and the energy consumption of that equipment. Among other aspects, the recommendation defines the energy efficiency as a weighted, load-proportional metric, to take into account those telecommunication devices that operate under variable-load conditions, where the measured value of a functional unit
can fluctuate based on user demand.
For some types of equipment, such as DSLAM (digital subscriber line access multiplexer) the functional unit is number of ports at a fixed load. For other type of equipment, such as routers and small networking devices, it is weighted
throughput traffic (Mbit/s)
The recommendation contains many references to ATIS and ETSI standards to calculate the functional units of the
different equipment.
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4.3.1.2

Assessment

The standard makes references to the main functions of telecommunication network equipment and emphasizes the
importance of taking into account the variable load conditions to measure the efficiency. The main functional units
are ports and network traffic.
4.3.2

Uptime Institute: Data centre greenness based on the function within a user organization

4.3.2.1

Description

Uptime Institute provides in a white paper9 four metric categories to define data centre greenness based on the function within a user organization:
IT strategy
IT hardware asset utilization
IT energy and power efficient hardware deployment,
Site physical infrastructure overhead.
Computing work is included in one of the metrics (DC Watts of Hardware Compute Load per unit of computing work),
however, the paper also highlights the difficulties in defining computing work for the data centre, because it means
very different things depending on type of equipment: servers (processing data), storage (reading and writing data),
or networking (routing packets). Furthermore, even within a category like servers, it is uncertain what kind of computing work should be measured (web serving, databases, calculations, network throughput, etc.) and how should the
work be quantified e.g. processor cycles, MFLOPS, SPEC benchmarks, etc. Therefore, the paper describes this
metric only qualitatively.
4.3.2.2

Assessment

The paper provides a good description of metric categories useful for a data centre organisation and furthermore
considerations for measuring power and energy and relating this to KPIs. One central conclusion is that there is still
considerable work to be done around the exact technical and tactical procedures for measuring the metrics.
The paper confirms the necessity of this study and the difficulties in defining and quantifying the DC energy services.
4.3.3

DPPE - Data Centre Performance Per Energy

4.3.3.1

Description

Japanese Green IT Promotion Council (GIPC) has promoted the development of Datacentre Performance per Energy (DPPE) 10 comprising a set of metrics that describe the entire energy efficiency of a datacentre (as KPIs) and a
holistic framework for evaluation of the datacentre efficiency by using these metrics. DPPE integrates the following
metrics:
ITEU IT Equipment Utilization: Total energy consumption of IT equipment (actual) / Total rated energy
consumption of IT equipment (rated)
ITEE IT Equipment Energy Efficiency: Total rated capacity of IT equipment (rated) / Total rated power of
IT equipment (rated) (by capacity is meant work or energy services )
PUE Power Usage Effectiveness: Total energy consumption of datacentre (actual) / Total energy consumption of IT equipment (actual)

9

"Four Metrics Define Data Centre Greenness . Enabling users to quantify energy consumption initiatives for environmental sustainability and bottom line profitability". John R. Stanley with Kenneth G. Brill, and Jonathan Koomey, PhD. White Paper. Uptime
Institute. December 2007.
10

Green IT Promotion Council (2012) New Data Centre Energy Efficiency Evaluation Index DPPE (Datacentre Performance per
Energy) Measurement Guidelines https://home.jeita.or.jp/greenit-pc/topics/release/pdf/dppe_e_DPPE_Measurement_Guidelines.pdf
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GEC Green Energy Coefficient: Energy level generated by green energies (natural energies such as photovoltaic power / wind power) (actual) / Total energy consumption of datacentre (actual)
For the purposes of this study, the ITEE is the most relevant metric to describe and assess because it calculates the
energy efficiency of the IT equipment. The ITEU is as such also relevant because it is a metric for the utilisation of
the IT equipment, which is important for the ITEE, but the ITEE provides a more complete picture of the equipment
efficiency.
The rated capacity i.e. work delivered by the IT equipment is defined as work delivered by the servers, the storage
equipment and the network equipment using the following KPIs:
Servers: GTOPS, i.e. a unit for operations per second a server can execute
Storage equipment: Gbyte, i.e. a unit for how much data storage equiment can contain
Network equipment: Gbps, i.e. a unit for amount of Gigabits (Gb) of data traffic that the network equipment
can handle
The calculation of the total rated capacity of servers, storage equipment and network equipment is a sum of the capacity of each of these three equipment capacities with a set coefficient for each of them:
Total rated capacity of IT equipment [Work] =
(Network capacity [Gbps])

(Server capacity [GTOPS]) +

(Storage capacity [Gbyte]) +

, and are the coefficients to integrate the capacity of server, storage and network equipment. , and are defined as the inverses of the energy consumption efficiency of a standard server, standard storage equipment and
standard network equipment as of 2005, respectively. I.e. the efficiencies are relative to 2005 product standards or
can be considered as energy efficiency index comparing the products with 2005 average products.
The source goes in more details for defining the capacity of these three product types using two methods:
Japan domestic application based on the equipment capacity used in the Japanese Energy Saving Act
Global application based on globally established metrics for IT equipment capacity calculation
The resulting difference relates to the coefficients ,
4.3.3.2

and .

Assessment

We consider this source as a very relevant input for the metrics because the basic principle in the above formula for
calculating the total work delivered by the IT equipment by a weighted sum of the work from the servers, the storage
equipment and the network equipment could provide a reliable proxy for the DC work.
We have however still some considerations regarding:
Using one standard product for each main type of IT equipment i.e. one server type, one storage equipment
type and one network equipment type. E.g. there are many different kind of servers from a simple twosocket rack server to a large blade server.
Summarising all normalised capacities for the three equipment types without individually weighing them
Using rated instead of actual values, which then gives a picture of the rated efficiency and not the actual
efficiency i.e. a well equipped but badly run DC will show high efficiency
Possible use of energy consumption for the complete DC and not only the IT equipment
4.3.4

The Green Grid: A Framework for Data Centre Energy Productivity (2008)

4.3.4.1

Description

This paper11 introduces data centre resource optimization metrics designated collectively as Data Centre Productivity
(DCP) metrics and presents the first derivative metric called Data Centre energy Productivity (DCeP). The DCeP

11

The Green Grid (2008) A Framework for Data Centre Energy Productivity https://www.greenbiz.com/sites/default/files/document/GreenGrid-Framework-Data-Centre-Energy-Productivity.pdf
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metric provides an analytical tool that may be used to track the overall work product of a data centre per unit of energy expended to produce this work.
Mathematically this can be expressed as:
DCeP = Useful Work Produced / Total Data Centre Energy Consumed Producing this Work
Useful work may be defined by the equation:
𝑈 𝑒𝑓

𝑘

𝑉 ∗𝑈

,𝑇 ∗ 𝑇

where M is the number of tasks initiated during the assessment window, and
Vi is a normalization factor that allows the tasks to be summed numerically, and
Ti = 1 if task i completes during the assessment window, and = 0 otherwise.
Ui(t,T) is a time-based utility function for each task, where the parameter t is elapsed time from initiation to completion of the task, and
T is the absolute time of completion of the task.
Useful Work is defined to be the sum over i of all tasks 1 through M initiated within the assessment window multiplied
by a time-based utility function Ui(t,T), which takes into account the dependence of the task with time. The factor Vi
assigns a normalized value to each task so that they may be algebraically summed. Ti eliminates all tasks that are
either initiated prior to the assessment window or are initiated.
The formulation of Useful Work leaves the definition of what is considered a task up to the person personali ing the
metric for use in a given data centre.
4.3.4.2

Assessment

The DCeP provides a general equation to calculate the useful work per energy consumed, which takes into account
the variation with time and the need to combine different types of functions by normalization. However, the definition
must be tighter for the purpose of policy measures, and the formula leaves many aspects to the operator decision.
4.3.5

The Green Grid: Productivity proxies validation study (2014)

4.3.5.1

Description

The Green Grid started the Productivity Proxies project as a method of approximating useful work in data centres12.
The concept was to develop metrics that were highly correlated to work being produced but that were cheaper, easier, and less intrusive to collect data for.
This validation study is based on tests carried out on several proxies in a laboratory and determine which ones correlated to useful work most accurately, which were easiest to implement, and which showed the most promise of being a generic measure of data centre productivity.
The proxies evaluated are the following:
Proxy proposal 1 Useful work self-assessment and reporting
This proxy is essentially the same as DCeP simplified by ignoring the time-based aspect (the term U(t,Ti) in
the equation) of the value of a task, but the user still must determine the subjective normalization factor, Vi,
for each task type.
Proxy proposal 2 DCeP subset by productivity link
Proxy 2 measures useful work by adding a small piece of code to a subset of applications in the data centre
12

The Green Grid (2014) Productivity proxies validation study https://www.thegreengrid.org/en/resources/library-and-tools/377WP#59---Productivity-Proxies-Validation-Study
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or by adding a wrapper around a subset of application code. This proposal specifically uses a package donated by Intel called the Intel Productivity Link Energy Checker, or just, Energy Checker. The Energy
Checker libraries provide functions that can count user-selected transactions and send the transaction information to a central reporting location to be tallied.
Proxy proposal 3 DCeP subset by sample workload
Proxy 3 is calculated by obtaining a measurement of useful work in the same way as Proxy 1, only this
time from an instrumented subset of servers running a sample workload during an assessment window.
Multiplying this number by a ratio designed to make the number representative of the entire data centre and
dividing that product by the total energy consumed by the data centre during the assessment window completes the calculation.
Proxy proposal 4 Bits per kilowatt-hour
At the highest level, a data centre consumes energy and produces a stream of bits as output. Proxy 4 is the
ratio of the total volume of bits of information from every outbound router on the data centre network, divided by the total energy consumed by the data centre. The proxy is calculated by counting and summing
the bits coming out of all outbound routers in the data centre during an assessment time period and dividing
by the total energy consumed by the data centre during the assessment time period.
Proxy proposal 5

Weighted CPU utilization

SPECINT®_RATE

Proxy proposal 6

Weighted CPU utilization

SPECPOWER

Proxy proposal 7

Compute units per second trend curve

Proxies 5, 6, and 7 all use a similar technique for determining utilization, namely, average CPU utilization of
the servers in the data centre. Each proxy uses a different benchmark to convert utilization into productivity.
In each case, the average CPU utilization and CPU clock speed of a population of servers is measured
over a period of time. That average utilization is then scaled by a published benchmark or calculated capability value that converts utilization into operations performed.
PROXY 5 SPECint®_rate: Average CPU utilization is multiplied by published SPECint_rateiv values from
System Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC). SPECint_rate numbers represent a number of
SPECint operations per second at maximum utilization. Multiplying by average CPU utilization and the
length of time measured gives a result in the count of SPECint_rate operations that could be processed in
that time period.
PROXY 6 SPECpower_ssj2008: Average CPU utilization is multiplied by published SPECpower 100% utilization values from SPEC. SPECpower_ssj2008 100% utilization numbers represent a number of
SPECpower operations per second at maximum utilization. Multiplying by average CPU utilization and the
length of time measured gives a result in the count of SPECpower_ssj2008 operations that could be completed in that time period.
PROXY 7 Compute Units Per Second (CUPS): CUPS is a calculated benchmark based on the age of the
computers in the data centre. The average CPU utilization is multiplied by a theoretical performance value
based on the age of each computer in the population. For example, a computer purchased in 2002 would
be capable of 1.00 million CUPS (MCUPS). One purchased in 2010 would be able to perform 22.50
MCUPS. Multiplying by average CPU utilization and the length of time measured gives a result in the count
of CUPS operations that could be completed in that time period.
Proxy proposal 8

Operating system workload efficiency

Proxy 8 estimates the efficiency of a data centre by calculating the number of operating system instances
per kilowatt of power. Proxy 8 can provide an estimate of the efficiency with which a data centre provides a
common IT resource in this case, OS instances.
Proxy proposal 9
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ITEE x ITEU (see section 4.3.3)

4.3.5.2

Assessment

The proxies based on DCeP are better defined in terms of useful work which is advantage for policy purposes. Proxies 4 to 8 are also well defined, but focused on a specific function of the DC, mostly the processing function.
According to the results of the tests run by the Green Grid and their evaluation, the CPU utilization based proxies
Proxies 5, 6, and 7 appeared to be the most accurate and easiest to implement. Proxy 4, the network traffic based
proxy, also showed high accuracy and ease of use. Proxies 1, 2, and 3, which are based on data centre energy
productivity (DCeP), proved to be accurate but difficult to implement. Proxy 8, the count of virtual server operating
systems, and Proxy 9, the ITEE x ITEU combination, did not follow the workload accurately.
4.3.6

The Green Grid: ICT capacity and utilization metrics

4.3.6.1

Description

The Green Grid describes the data centre as a single black box that delivers ICT services to its users or lines of
business13. To measure ICT capacity and utilization, The Green Grid proposes using an ordered set known as a tuple . One set of values together describes the compute, memory, storage, and network capacity of the black box,
and the other describes the utilization of each of those service capacities.
For data centre ICT capacity, or ICT capacity (ICTC), the tuple denotes the quantities of provisioned ICT services if
consumed at their theoretical maxima. Capacity values for each service type must be determined in order to calculate the ICT capacity tuple, which is denoted as:
ICTC = { CPUC, MEMC, STORC, NETC }
For data centre ICT utili ation, or ICT utili ation (ICTu), the tuple measures the average percentages used of the
theoretical maximum capacities of the ICT services. It is denoted as:
ICTU = { CPUU, MEMU, STORU, NETU }
Utilization is measured as a percentage of theoretical maximum capacity only.
Even though these metrics could be aggregated into a single value, the paper questions how that would benefit operators and management. In their view, aggregations tend to compare between data centres which may not be comparable. The Green Grid proposes a radar chart as a way to display the different metrics.
Compute Capacity
Compute capacity is the maximum theoretical capacity of all servers in the data centre. It is defined as the sum of the
capacities of each individual server, calculated as the clock speed of the CPU times the number of cores.
CPUC =

(ClockSpeedi * Coresi * Wti)

where ClockSpeedi is the speed in gigahertz (GHz) of the processor in serveri, and Coresi is the number of cores in
serveri.
Wti is a weighting factor to accommodate emerging technologies that may increase the computing power of a given
combination of cores and clock speeds; examples could include heterogeneous cores on a single die and the use of
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) or graphics processing unit (GPU) blocks on processors. For current typical
data centres, Wti should assume the value of 1; future architectures may require further evaluation of weighting methods.
Compute Utilization
Compute utilization is the measured average utilization of the compute services. It is calculated as the ratio of the
actual number of instructions per second (CI) executed in all servers to the maximum capacity.

13

The Green Grid (2017) ICT capacity and utilization metrics https://www.thegreengrid.org/en/resources/library-and-tools/436WP#72---ICT-Capacity-and-Utilization-Metrics
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CPUU = ( CIi ) / CPUC
where CIi is the total amount of compute services utilized by the data centre.
An average sampling interval of one to ten minutes is recommended, locally aggregated if possible, to a two-hour
rolling average. The interval may be adjusted as appropriate for the type of workload, but care should be taken to
avoid overloading the network. The reporting period is flexible and left to individual operators to determine depending
on their reporting needs.
Memory Capacity
Memory capacity is measured as the sum of all dual in-line memory module (DIMM) capacities for all servers in the
data centre.
MEMC =

(Memi * Wti)

where Memi is the total DIMM memory capacity in serveri, and Wti is a weighting factor to accommodate emerging
technologies such as nonvolatile and flash memories. Wti should assume the value of 1 until such time as there is
further guidance.
Memory Utilization
Memory utilization is the sum of the average amount of memory in use in all of the servers in question. This calculation
uses the value(s) reported by the hardware, as with CPU data.
MEMU = ( MIi) / MEMC
where MIi is the amount of memory in use, sampled together with compute utilization (CPUi).
Storage Capacity
Storage capacity is the sum of the formatted capacities of all storage devices and systems (STORi), less any storage
used for control overhead (i.e., the total addressable capacity).
STORC =

STORi

Storage Utilization
Storage utilization is the sum of the quantity of all storage in use as a percentage of STORC.
STORU = ( STORIj) / STORC
where STORIj is the quantity of storage in use across all storage devices and systems in the data centre. Similar
sampling periods as used for other tuple values may be used here.
Note that for networked block storage, it is often difficult, costly, or impossible to determine whether the allocated
storage actually contains data or is just under control of an application. Where actual used capacity cannot be determined, STORIj represents storage allocated on that device. It should be emphasized that using allocated capacity for
STORU may result in artificially higher utilization values than would be observed if using thin provisioning.
Network Capacity
Network capacity is the sum of the bandwidth into and out of the data centre plus the bandwidth between access
devices and the network spine, as described in Figure 1.
NETC =

NetEdgei +

NetAccessj

where NetEdgei is the sum of the bandwidths of all links from the WAN devices at the edge of the data centre, and
NetAccessj is the sum of the bandwidths of all linkj from the access devices connecting the servers and storage to the
aggregation network. Note that the use of edge in this context refers to the Ingress/Egress Tier and not to any other
usage of edge in any other data centre or ICT context.
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Network Utilization
Network utilization measures the percentage of NETC that is in use on average, summed over all measured links.
NETU = ( NetEdgeIi +
where ( NetEdgeIi +

NetAccessIj) / NetC

NetAccessIj) is the amount of network bandwidth in use by the data centre.

A sampling interval of one to five minutes is recommended, although that may need to be increased for larger networks
to minimize induced traffic. Sampling windows should include peak bursts within each four-hour window and a fiveminute or greater rolling average taken over a 30-day interval, aggregated locally if possible.
4.3.6.2

Assessment

The ICT capacity and utilization are very relevant and complete, and they are value instruments for operators to
monitor the performance of DC. However, the method requires more definition to be used as policy metric, as they
are aimed at helping operators in monitoring and planning.
Based on this metric, the Green Grid is exploring new metrics that extend the analysis of the IT service areas to integrate a device's power and energy usage. It is stressed that the objective is providing operators with information to
assist in the measurement and trending of ITE energy efficiency and the ability to forecast and plan future power and
cooling requirements.
4.3.7

South Korea: Servers performance

4.3.7.1

Description

South Korean SDO Telecommunication Technology Association published the standard TTAK.KO-10.0764 Data
Centre Key Performance Indicator for Energy Efficiency Servers14, which defines energy efficiency metrics, test
procedures, methodologies and measurement profiles required to assess the energy efficiency of servers in data
centres.
Server performance is measured according to three different methods:
Adjusted Peak Performance (APP): it is defined as the weighted TeraFLOPS (WT) (floating points operations that can be performed per CPU cycle), being the weights at server performance calculations as 0.9 for
vector processor and 0.3 for non-vector processor.
LINPACK: it is defined as FLOPS (64-bit floating-point connection that computers can perform per second)
SPECpower_ssj2008.
4.3.7.2

Assessment

The metrics are typical methods used to measure the processing performance of servers.

4.4

Other papers

4.4.1

EDNA: Intelligent Efficiency For Data Centres & Wide Area Networks

4.4.1.1

Description

This source1 provides a very good overview and good description of various types of relevant metrics for DCs and
equipment from the literature:
Infrastructure metric (all other DC equipment than critical IT equipment), namely PUE (Power Usage Effectiveness), defined in standards (ISO 30134-2:2018, ITU L.1302). The PUE is the most broadly used metric,
which calculates the overhead for the infrastructure in relation to the IT equipment energy consumption
14

TTAK.KO-10.0764 Data Centre Key Performance Indicator for Energy Efficiency
tion/eng_ttastddesc.jsp?stdno=TTAK.KO-10.0764
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Servers http://tta.kr/eng/new/standardiza-

(servers, storage and network equipment) i.e. it expresses the efficiency of the infrastructure. See also Section 4.2.1.
Equipment efficiency: The power consumption of equipment is not directly proportional with the utilisation,
e.g. at 0% utilisation, usually around 30-70% of the peak power. This means that efficiency is much lower at
typical, low utilisation conditions. Efficiency is classified into three types, which can be measured in laboratory conditions, however typically they do not reflect actual use, but may still be a proxy for the energy efficiency:
Peak efficiency, which is a measure of peak performance against peak power consumption. Metrics exist for servers and network equipment.
Variable efficiency, which measure power and performance at different utilisation rates designed to
be indicative of the actual load in use. The overall efficiency is then weighted based on the time
spent at the load level. Metrics exist (ETSI and ISO/IEC) for servers and network equipment. One
metric introduces a concept of data centre scaling to determine the efficiency of deploying racks of
servers as opposed to a single machine, however, the source states that due to overhead, scaling
based on a single machine s performance per watt will likely show an inappropriate result for IT
facilities provisioned for more compute than a single machine.
Extended idle, which is similar to variable efficiency but focuses on different operating states with
different performance levels, e.g. by letting components such as network interfaces into sleep
mode. A problem identified by the source is that it encourages equipment manufacturers to develop low power idle modes that are rarely used in current operating environments.
Utilisation: This metric is important for the efficiency metric. The source states that utilisation metrics are
available for routers and switches (ITU L.1310) and for servers (ISO/IEC 30134-5:2019)
System efficiency: The system efficiency seeks to assess the efficiency of the service provided i.e. including
both the DC and the WAN (Wide Area Network). The ITU standard Mobile network energy efficiency
(L.1331) defined the efficiency of the mobile network as volume of data over the energy consumed (bit/J).
Another metric provided is the efficiency for the area covered (CoA) is also calculated which is the area
covered divided by the energy consumed, while taking into account the quality of the coverage. The metrics
can be used as inspiration, however, it considers only the data traffic work of the DC.
Renewable energy: A standard has been developed for and renewable energy factor (REF) 15, however, this
metric is not relevant for the current study and will not be further assessed.
Energy reuse: An energy reuse metric is under development (ISO/IEC 30134-6), however, this metric is not
relevant for the current study and will not be further assessed.
The same source provides a list of standards from ITU, ISO/IEC, ETSI and ATSI related to energy and environmental topics for data centres and networks.
4.4.1.2

Assessment

PUE is mentioned by many sources in addition to this source and it is broadly used. If electricity meters are installed,
it is easy to calculate it because it just the total electricity consumption divided by the electricity consumption of the
critical IT equipment (servers, storage equipment and network equipment). It may be seen as referred to as the DC
efficiency, however, it only expresses the overhead consumption for auxiliaries compared to the IT consumption. It is
therefore not a metric serving the purpose of the current study.
The equipment metrics are in some degree relevant because this is one considered option for DC metric though
these metrics cover only part of the DC consumption. We see the metric using variable efficiency i.e. measuring
power and performance at different utilisation rates is best reflecting the equipment efficiency because it is nearer to

15

https://www.evs.ee/en/iso-iec-30134-3-2016
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real life situations. The weighting of the resulting power and performance ratios for the selected utilisation rates is a
challenge because it should reflect average uses at all DCs.
The source also emphasises that in the area of IT efficiency, much work remains to develop a metric that can assess
the utilization over time of IT capacity (CPU, memory, I/O and storage) and workload delivered per unit of energy
consumed in a way that is simple and effective.
The system efficiency is very relevant because it covers the complete data centre and relate it to data traffic as a
proxy for the DC energy services. It is however a simple proxy for energy services because not all DC work result in
proportional data traffic.
4.4.2

EDNA: Total energy Model for Connected Devices

4.4.2.1

Description

EDNA s Total energy Model for Connected Devices (TEM)16 quantify the total global additional energy use resulting
from devices being connected to a communication network. The energy includes additional energy consumption of
the connected edge devices, of the LAN equipment, of the WAN and of the DC.
Relevant for our study is how the TEM calculates the energy consumption of the DC. The model uses a simplified
metric for the upstream impact (DCs and WANs (Wide Area Networks)) of connected devices by calculating energy
intensity as energy use per data transferred (kWh/GB) for each DC and WAN technology types.
The energy intensity and data transfer for the DC and WAN are separately determined for different architecture and
equipment generations following the above-mentioned EDNA study. The DC energy intensity is disaggregated by IT
equipment and infrastructure equipment and by utilisation.
The TEM uses the IP global traffic by device from the Cisco Visual Networking Index (VNI)17,18 as the data traffic related to the network-connected devices broken down on 6 edge device types and other. As an example, the energy
intensity of the DC and WAN provided in the study is 3 kWh/GB in 2010, 0.22 kWh/GB in 2018 and 0.07 kWh/GB in
2025 (calculated).
An addendum study for the TEM assessed both streaming media and non-streaming data traffic and the energy consumption associated with streaming video services (upstream), and the energy consumed by the device used to
view the video.
4.4.2.2

Assessment

The aim of the Total energy Model for Connected Devices is more related to the secondary scope of the metrics i.e.
to monitor the development of energy consumption and energy efficiency of DCs at global, national or regional levels
to be used as a basis for developing policies. However, it also provides inspiration for establishing of the metric for
the individual DCs.
4.4.3

ITU: Functional requirements and framework of green data centre energy-saving management
system

4.4.3.1

Description

Recommendation ITU-T L.130319 describes the functional requirements and framework of an energy-saving management system for green data centres. Functional requirements of energy-saving management include requirements for
16

Total energy Model for Connected Devices. EnergyConsult Pty Ltd, Hansheng Ltd. June 2019.

17

https://webobjects.cdw.com/webobjects/media/pdf/Solutions/Networking/White-Paper-Cisco-The-Zettabyte-Era-Trends-and-Analysis.pdf
18

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/executive-perspectives/annual-internet-report/white-paper-c11-741490.html
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measuring energy consumption and environmental conditions data, collecting and storing data, reporting data and
conducting energy-saving.
The scope of this Recommendation includes:
Characteristics and operation flow of a green data centre energy-saving management system
Functionality requirements of a green data centre energy-saving management system (e.g., energy consumption data acquisition; energy consumption data analysis and chart show; energy consumption data query;
energy consumption monitoring and early warning.)
Framework of a green data centre energy-saving management system including functional blocks such as
data collecting, data storing, data process and analysis, external system interface, user interface and control
block.
The indicators defined by the energy-saving management systems include energy consumption of the data centre,
ICT equipment and facilities, and also environmental conditions of the measurements and their accuracy. It also covers
measuring operating information on ICT equipment, such as CPU utilization, memory utilization, storage utilization, or
network utilization. This operating information on ICT equipment should be provided via user interfaces.
4.4.3.2

Assessment

This recommendation is very useful to establish methods to measure, collect and store the data required to monitor
the energy consumed by the data centre, and to define a management system aimed at energy saving.
4.4.4

EU and USA: Equipment metrics from standards and recognised measuring methods

4.4.4.1

Description

Several metrics exist for product performance and efficiency of some of the main components of the data centre, i.e.
for servers, storage equipment, network equipment, UPS systems and cooling solutions. Some of these metrics are
used in regulation (eg. EU enterprise server and storage regulation) and labelling scheme (e.g. Energy Star). A combination of these may be considered an option for a DC metric using recognised measurement methods.
Examples include:
Servers: Commission Regulation (EU) 2019/424 of 15 March 2019 laying down ecodesign requirements for
servers and data storage products: Among others, requirements are established for server active state efficiency measured according to a test method20 using worklets simulating average use of servers with load points
for CPU, memory and storage in addition to measuring idle state and maximum power.
Storage equipment: ENERGY STAR® Program Requirements Product Specification for Data Centre Storage.
Eligibility Criteria Version 2.021: Performance requirements (Minimum Performance/Watt Ratio) are established
for three workload type and testBlock I/O storage products. Furthermore, information on the workload tests shall
be reported for several workload tests. The test method is included in the product specification, which is based
on the SNIA EmeraldTM Power Efficiency Measurement Specification Version 4.0.022
Network equipment: ENERGY STAR® Product Specification for Large Network Equipment. Eligibility Criteria
Version 1.1: A requirement on active state data reporting of power and performance values has been established. The test method is included in the product specification, which is based on Alliance for

20

ETSI EN 303 470

21

https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/ENERGY%20STAR%20Data%20Centre%20Storage%20Version%202.0%20Final%20Specification.pdf
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https://www.snia.org/sites/default/files/technical-work/emerald/release/SNIA-Emerald-Power-Efficiency-Measurement-Specification-V4-0-0.pdf
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Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS)-0600015.03.2013 standard. The network equipment is tested
with three load values: Full load, thirty percent load and very low utilization during with the power values are recorded.
UPS: ENERGY STAR and EU Code of Conduct have established requirements for UPS systems based on average efficiency and the same standard EN 62040-3 (though ENERGY STAR refers to ed. 2.0, while EU Code
of Conduct refers to ed. 3.0 due to the more recent publication)
Cooling solution: The performance of cooling system which may contain mechanical cooling, free cooling and
renewable energy (directly connected to the cooling system) can be calculated via the SPF, Seasonal Performance Factor. It is also an element, often the most important element, of the PUE.
4.4.4.2

Assessment

The above-mentioned examples show that recognised energy efficiency metrics exist for main DC equipment, which
contains a relation between equipment performance and energy consumption. These may be used in a bottom-up
approach for calculation of DC energy efficiency. In order to calculate one energy efficiency indicator for the DC, it
will be necessary to weight the individual equipment metrics. If the DC metric should be calculated for the individual
DC, the most precise result would require calculation of each equipment performance factor using the specific loads
for the specific DC.
However, the main purpose of these equipment metrics is for establishing requirements before being placed on the
market, where the equipment is measured in a laboratory under controlled conditions. It is more complex to measure
equipment already installed in a DC, which is necessary if the equipment was not measured before installation. Besides, for example in the EU server regulation, various servers are excluded, e.g. servers with more than 4 processor sockets.

4.4.5

EDNA: Policy Brief - Upstream consequences from connected devices

4.4.5.1

Description

A 2020 policy brief on upstream consequences from connected devices from EDNA23 provides a central conclusion
relevant for the current study: Various metrics have been developed to measure the energy efficiency of data networks and data centres, however these are often quite limited when used in real-world situations.
The policy brief mentions that the energy intensity of the internet has improved and mentions in this relation the
energy required to transmit, process and store each data bit.
Policy makers can help to address this by developing complementary test methods and metrics with better real-world
applicability. The analysis work behind the policy brief showed that the global energy consumption for data centres
and networks decreased since 2012 and is modelled to stabilize at least until 2030 due to more efficient technologies
and thereby improved energy intensity of the internet (as stated by the source). The networked device energy consumption (downstream) is however expected to increase during the period analysed.
4.4.5.2

Assessment

The policy brief confirms that the DC energy services consist of data traffic, data processing (computational work)
and data storage and that the energy intensity of the internet is the energy consumption related to these energy
services, though here the focus is the complete upstream including the WAN. The brief is based on two EDNA reports described in Section 4.4 and Section 4.4.2. The source does not provide input for a metric within the scope of
this study.

23

Policy brief: Upstream Consequences from Connected Devices. The IEA Technology Collaboration Programme on Energy Efficient End Use Equipment. April 2020.
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4.4.6

Ericsson and Telia: ICT network operators metric

4.4.6.1

Description

Two technical experts from Ericsson and Telia analyse24 the electricity consumption and operational carbon emissions of telecom operators to calculate the ICT network (i.e. fixed and mobile telecom networks) operations´ share of
the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector impact globally, historically (2010 and 2013) as well as
currently (2015). The study covers the ICT networks, defined as fixed and mobile telcom networks, and related operator activities, but excludes enterprise networks, data centres and end-user equipment. This study provides input for
further assessment of the data traffic as potential KPI.
4.4.6.2

Assessment

The study provides a good overview of the ICT sector including edge devices, LAN, WAN and DCs. It analyses the
development of the electricity consumption of the ICT networks and comparing it with mobile and fixed subscriptions.
I.e. here the number of subscriptions have been selected as the proxy for the energy services of the network, which
can be relevant for this study made by these telecom operators, but which we cannot see as a relevant proxy for the
current study.
4.4.7

EU: Green Public Procurement criteria for data centres

4.4.7.1

Description

The EU Green Public Procurement criteria for data centres, server rooms and cloud services25 - published in 2020
based on a technical report26 - includes a broad spectre of selection criteria, technical specifications, award criteria
and contract performance clauses. The aim is not only DC energy efficiency, but broader environmental topics under
the scope of green public procurement.
The criteria are based on equipment efficiency (e.g. server efficiency) or specific topic (e.g. cooling, waste heat, renewable energy) and not the total DC. I.e. the metrics utilised are PUE, Renewable Energy Factor and Energy Reuse Factor.
4.4.7.2

Assessment

The technical report prepared by EU Joint Research Centre and technical experts revealed that it was not possible
to establish a metric for the complete DC for procurement purposes, which is the aim of the GPP criteria. The report
did therefore not assess further metrics.
4.4.8

EU ICT Impact study

4.4.8.1

Description

A study commissioned by the European Commission27 uses computing (compute instances) and data traffic (in
bytes/year) as indicators for data centre workload and performance. The study uses data from Cisco (both for compute instances and data traffic) for assessing the development in workload. A compute instance is a virtual machine
in a DC running an application.
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The electricity consumption and operational carbon emissions of ICT network operators 2010-2015. Jens Malmodin and Dag
Lundén. KTH Centre for Sustainable Communications. 2018.
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Commission Staff Working Document. EU green public procurement criteria for data centres, server rooms and cloud services.
European Commission. March 2020.
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Development of the EU Green Public Procurement (GPP) Criteria for Data Centres, Server Rooms and Cloud Services. Nicholas
Dodd, Felice Alfieri, Miguel Gama Caldas (JRC) Larisa Maya-Drysdale, Jan Viegand (Viegand Maagøe), Sophia Flucker, Robert
Tozer, Beth Whitehead (Operational Intelligence), Anson Wu (Hansheng) Fiona Brocklehurst (Ballarat Consulting). 2020
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ICT Impact study. VHK and Viegand Maagøe for the European Commission. July 2020.
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Additionally, the study mentions the DPPE - Data Centre Performance Per Energy (proposed by JEITA, Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries) and the Server Idle Coefficient and Data Centre Idle Coefficient developed by Certios.nl. The latter coefficients are further described separately28
4.4.8.2

Assessment

We consider the compute instances as possible indicator of DC computing energy services when assessing DCs at
an overall level national or regional, where it may be sufficiently precise as an average of all DCs. However, for
assessing the energy services for a particular DC, compute instances would be very imprecise.
As mentioned previously, data traffic may be a relevant indicator for DC work.
DPPE and Server / Data Centre Idle Coefficients were assessed in previous sections.
4.4.9

Energy efficiency policy for data centres - Policy paper from the Netherlands Enterprise Agency

4.4.9.1

Description

The Netherlands Enterprise Agency29 has prepared a policy paper on energy efficiency for DCs aiming at presenting
suggestions for efficiency policies for them. The paper describes the situation of DCs regarding energy consumption;
the DC as a system; ownership and operation models; quantification of the functions of the DC and finally an outlook
and suggestion for efficiency policy.
The paper discusses the functions of the DC mentioning that basic DC energy functions are data processing, storage and transport. However, the customers are not interested in these energy functions but in the services that these
functions provide e.g. watching a movie and writing a report30.
Quantifying energy efficiency means relating the performance of the DC to the related energy consumption and the
source mentions that quantifying the performance as energy services is difficult or even impossible. Therefore, a relation is assumed between the energy service and the energy function, where the energy function (e.g. data processing) can be a proxy for the energy service.
Even quantifying the energy functions for the ICT part can be difficult. The source mentions the metric for DC efficiency described in Section 4.3.3 as an example of such quantification. However, it also mentions that establishment
of the coefficients in the formula and measurement of the energy consumption is a problem.
The paper finally suggests to simplify by not considering quantification of the services (i.e. e.g. watching a video) because quantifying energy functions is already challenging enough. Furthermore, the location should not be taken into
account (regarding climate zone); rated data for products should be used; energy consumption should be measured
as rolling measurements (e.g. average of the last 12 months); and the number of metrics and variables should be
kept low when it concerns metrics for policy makers.
Finally, the paper mentions possible requirements:
Only making data public
Use an energy label to rate the energy efficiency of the DC from A to G
Use both an energy label and set minimum efficiency requirements
Set only minimum efficiency requirements
It concludes that minimum efficiency requirements seem less appropriate because the requirements are based on
efficiency of energy functions rather than energy services. Furthermore, if minimum efficiency requirements are set,
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Analysis LEAP Track 1 Powermanagement . Created by Certios/WCoolIT For LEAP commissioned by Netherlands Enterprise
Agency.
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Energy Efficiency Policy for Data Centres (paper). Hans-Paul Siderius, Netherlands Enterprise Agency. September 2020.
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In this report, we use the term energy service to refer to end-user services provided by DC such as email service, and function
to refer to the work delivered by DC in terms of processing, data storage and networking, while this paper uses these terms the
other way around. We keep the terminology used along the report for the sake of consistency and clarity.
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then the DC cannot be operated if requirements are not met. Other conclusions relate to the specific legislative
framework in EU.
4.4.9.2

Assessment

The paper provides a well-considered approach to the definition of the real energy services for the end users and the
energy functions to be delivered by the DC in the form of work by servers, storage equipment and network equipment.
However, the conclusion that minimum efficiency requirements seem less appropriate because the requirements are
based on efficiency of energy functions rather than energy services may be too hasty because much regulation are
based on proxies like the energy functions. E.g. the EU ecodesign efficiency requirements for servers are based on
a performance vs electricity consumption test of various load points of the server.
In any case, the paper has been used as input for the metrics definitions in Section 3.
4.4.9.3

EU: Code of Conduct for Energy Efficiency in Data Centres31

4.4.9.4

Description

The aim of the Code of Conduct (last version from 2016) is to inform and stimulate data centre operators and owners
to reduce energy consumption in a cost-effective manner without hampering the mission critical function of data centres. The Code of Conduct aims to achieve this by improving understanding of energy demand within the data centre, raising awareness, and recommending energy efficient best practice and targets. The Code of Conduct is a voluntary initiative aimed to bring interested stakeholders together, including the coordination of other similar activities
by manufacturers, vendors, consultants and utilities. Parties signing up shall be expected to follow the intent of the
Code of Conduct and abide by a set of agreed commitments.
In terms of metric, the Code of Conduct applies the Data centre infrastructure efficiency (DCiE) (inverse of PUE). It is
mentioned that the following metrics are under development for future versions of the Code of Conduct:
IT productivity metric: An advanced metric providing an indicator of how efficiently the IT equipment provides
useful IT services.
Total energy productivity metric: Similar to the IT metrics but relating the useful IT services to the total energy
consumption of facility.
However, no progress of these metrics has been published on the Code of Conduct s web page.
4.4.9.5

Assessment

The initiative seems to be very successful regarding number of DC participants signed up to the Code of Conduct.
However, for the purpose of this study, the Code of Conduct does not provide any input regarding relevant metrics.
4.4.10

EU: Proposal for a new EU Energy Efficiency Directive

4.4.10.1

Description

On 14 July 2021, the European Commission published a proposal for a recast of the Energy Efficiency Directive
(EED)32 based on an evaluation of the current directive33 and an impact assessment process of the proposal. The
proposed directive includes among others minimum requirements for monitoring and publishing the energy performance of data centres. The background for including the DCs in the EED is an expected increase in the EU DC
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https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/energy-efficiency/code-conduct/datacentres
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https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/proposal_for_a_directive_on_energy_efficiency_recast.pdf
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EU Energy Efficiency Directive, consolidated version
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energy consumption of 28% from 2018 to 2030. Furthermore, the proposal also refers to the EU s Digital Strategy34,
which includes a key action regarding initiatives to achieve climate-neutral, highly energy-efficient and sustainable
data centres by no later than 2030 and transparency measures for telecoms operators on their environmental footprint.
Being a directive, the Member States must translate the requirements into national legislation.
Article 11 of the EED proposal contains various changes and additions including introducing an obligation for the
monitoring of the energy performance of data centres with the aim of later establishing a set of data centre sustainability indicators : The article contains a paragraph (10) : Without prejudice to paragraphs 1 to 9, Member States shall
require, by 15 March 2024 and every year thereafter, owners and operators of every data centre in their territory with
a significant energy consumption to make publicly available the information set out in point 2 of Annex VI, which
Member States shall subsequently report to the Commission.
The reference to Annex VI point 2 ( Minimum requirements for monitoring and publishing the energy performance of
data centres ) contains the following text:
The following minimum information shall be monitored and published as regards the energy performance of data
centres referred to in Article 11(10):
(a) the name of the data centre; the name of the owner and operators of the data centre; the municipality
where the data centre is based;
(b) the floor area of the data centre; the installed power; the annual incoming and outgoing data traffic; and the
amount of data stored and processed within the data centre.
(c) the performance, during the last full calendar year, of the data centre in accordance with key performance
indicators about, inter alia, energy consumption, power utilisation, temperature set points, waste heat utilisation, water usage and use of renewable energy.
The recitals (paragraph 66 and 67) in the proposed directive explain further the aim of this data collection:
Recital 66: To promote sustainable development in the ICT sector, particularly of data centres, Member
States should collect and publish data, which is relevant for the energy performance and water footprint of
data centres. Member States should collect and publish data only about data centres with a significant footprint, for which appropriate design or efficiency interventions, for new or existing installations respectively,
can result in a considerable reduction of the energy and water consumption or in the reuse of waste heat in
nearby facilities and heat networks. A data centre sustainability indicator can be established on the basis of
that data collected.
Recital 67: The data centre sustainability indicators can be used to measure four basic dimensions of a
sustainable data centre, namely how efficiently it uses energy, how much of that energy comes from renewable energy sources, the reuse of any waste heat that it produces and the usage of freshwater. The
data centre sustainability indicators should raise awareness amongst data centre owners and operators,
manufactures of equipment, developers of software and services, users of data centre services at all levels
as well as entities and organisations that deploy, use or procure cloud and data centre services. It should
also give confidence about the actual improvements following efforts and measures to increase the sustainability in new or existing data centres. Finally, it should be used as a basis for transparent and evidence-based planning and decision-making. Use of the data centre sustainability indicators should be optional for Member States. Use of the data centre sustainability indicator should be optional for Member
States.
The directive provides a broad definition of data centres which include all types of data centres independent on the
DC operating and ownership models:
da a cen re mean a r c re, or gro p of r c re , i h he p rpo e of cen rali ed accommoda ion, interconnection and operation of information technology and network telecommunications equipment providing data storage,
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Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Councul, the European Economic and Social Committee
and the Committee of the Regions - Shaping Europe's digital future. COM(2020) 67 final. 19.2.2020
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processing and transport services together with all the facilities and infrastructures for power distribution and environmental control and the necessary levels of resilience and security required to provide the desired service availability.
The directive includes further requirements regarding use of waste heat, which is not in scope of this study and
therefore will not be described further.
An important provision has been proposed in Article 31 (3), which empowers the Commission to adopt delegated
acts to supplement the above requirements with a common EU scheme for rating the sustainability of data centres.
The scheme shall establish the definition of the DC sustainability indicators, and define the minimum thresholds for
significant energy consumption and set out the key indicators and the methodology to measure them. The EU delegated acts will have direct impact on the Member States.
4.4.10.2

Assessment

Note that this is a proposal from the European Commission which, at the time of writing of this report, is being discussed in the Council and the European Parliament. It may substantially change before finally being adopted by the
Council and Parliament.
The EED proposal is a very good example of a possible regulation, which allows the national authorities to collect
and use data for the situations defined as scope for this study: Setting policy measures targeted the individual DC
and monitoring the development of energy consumption and energy efficiency of DCs at global, national or regional
levels to be used as a basis for developing policies. The scope is existing data centres because the data are collected for the previous calendar year.
To summarise, the proposal requires the following overall data types - which are relevant for the metrics - to be published:
The name of the data centre; the name of the owner and operators of the data centre; the municipality where
the data centre is based: These data will give the location to be used if assessing local, regional, national and
EU level impact
The floor area of the data centre; the installed power; the annual incoming and outgoing data traffic; and the
amount of data stored and processed within the data centre: These data include the main data types for assessing the energy functions delivered by the DC (data traffic, data stored and data processed). The installed
power can be combined with the total energy consumption to calculated an average data load factor, i.e. how is
the equipment utilised in average over a year. The floor area is generally less used as in performance metrics
but it can indicate the utilisation of the floor area via a power intensity, i.e. power per square meter.
The performance, during the last full calendar year, of the data centre in accordance with key performance indicators about, inter alia, energy consumption, power utilisation, temperature set points, waste heat utilisation,
water usage and use of renewable energy: For the purpose of this study, the most relevant parameters are the
energy consumption and the power utilisation. The energy consumption and a quantification of energy functions
based on data traffic, data stored and data processed can be used in a metric to calculate the DC energy efficiency.
When the EED proposal has been adopted, the data types to be published should be further defined most likely
after a thorough technical study combined with stakeholder consultations. Among others, possible further breakdown
of energy consumption and energy functions data may be needed for more detailed performance parameters.
4.4.11

DK: Improving energy efficiency in data centres through regulation - COWI for Danish Energy
Agency

4.4.11.1

Description

In November 2021, the Danish Energy Agency published a study on policy measures for data centres to encourage
energy efficiency improvements that can be brought to the EU policy table. This study focused on two types of policy
measures: minimum requirements and soft regulation. Minimum requirements relate to requirements on DC energy
efficiency, cloud services etc. and establishing energy efficiency standards for DCs. Soft regulation relates to
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encouraging energy efficiency via policy measures such as Code of Conducts (CoC), energy audits and energy labelling or generally via additional/improved information activities.
The study assesses the DC situation in Denmark and the EU; energy use in DCs; minimum requirements for energy
efficiency in DCs and soft regulation of energy efficiency in DCs. The study does not go into details about energy
efficiency metrics but describes the PUE and mention the Data Centre Performance Per Energy (DPPE) and Data
Centre energy Productivity (DCeP) in addition to other metrics not relevant for the current study.
The study recommends to differentiate an EU level PUE value based on both geographical location and type of data
centre and to supplement PUE by other indicators to measure the efficiency of data centres, which are suggested to
be carbon usage effectiveness (CUE), water usage effectiveness (WUE) or Energy Reuse Factor (ERF). It also recommends to involve Eurostat for carrying out regular surveys to estimate energy efficiency developments and potentials.
4.4.11.2

Assessment

The study provides a good overview of the energy situation for DC in Denmark and EU and of possible minimum requirements and soft regulation of energy efficiency for DCs. However, it does not go into details of possible metrics
relevant for the current study.
4.4.12

Uptime Institute tiers

4.4.12.1

Description

Uptime Institute created the data centre Tier classification levels35 for comparing the performance of different site
infrastructures. The classifications are divided into four tiers that match a particular business function and define criteria for maintenance, power, cooling and fault capabilities. Each tier incorporates the requirements of the lower tiers. The definitions and benefits of the Tiers are set in the topology standard and focus on the data centre infrastructure.
Operational sustainability is the second essential component of our data Tier classification. It refers to the behaviours and risks apart from infrastructure design that determine the ability of the data centre to meet long-term business goals.
The data centre Tier definitions define criteria, but not specific technology options or design choices to meet the Tier.
Tiers allow for many solutions that meet performance goals and compliance regulations. Many solutions lead to engineering innovation and uniqueness across data centres. Each data centre can decide the best way to meet the Tier
criteria and business goals.
The data centre Tier levels are:
Tier I: A Tier I data centre is the basic capacity level with infrastructure to support information technology for
an office setting and beyond. The requirements for a Tier I facility include:
An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) for power sags, outages, and spikes.
An area for IT systems.
Dedicated cooling equipment that runs outside office hours.
An engine generator for power outages.
Tier I protects against disruptions from human error, but not unexpected failure or outage. Redundant
equipment includes chillers, pumps, UPS modules, and engine generators. The facility will have to shut
down completely for preventive maintenance and repairs, and failure to do so increases the risk of unplanned disruptions and severe consequences from system failure.
Tier II: Tier II facilities cover redundant capacity components for power and cooling that provide better
maintenance opportunities and safety against disruptions. These components include:
Engine generators.
35

https://uptimeinstitute.com/tiers
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Energy storage.
Chillers.
Cooling units.
UPS modules.
Pumps.
Heat rejection equipment.
Fuel tanks.
Fuel cells.
The distribution path of Tier II serves a critical environment, and the components can be removed without
shutting it down. Like a Tier I facility, unexpected shutdown of a Tier II data centre will affect the system.
Tier III: A Tier III data centre is concurrently maintainable with redundant components as a key differentiator, with redundant distribution paths to serve the critical environment. Unlike Tier I and Tier II, these facilities require no shutdowns when equipment needs maintenance or replacement. The components of Tier III
are added to Tier II components so that any part can be shut down without impacting IT operation.
Tier IV: A Tier IV data centre has several independent and physically isolated systems that act as redundant capacity components and distribution paths. The separation is necessary to prevent an event from
compromising both systems. The environment will not be affected by a disruption from planned and unplanned events. However, if the redundant components or distribution paths are shut down for maintenance, the environment may experience a higher risk of disruption if a failure occurs.
Tier IV facilities add fault tolerance to the Tier III topology. When a piece of equipment fails, or there is an
interruption in the distribution path, IT operations will not be affected. All of the IT equipment must have a
fault-tolerant power design to be compatible. Tier IV data centres also require continuous cooling to make
the environment stable.
4.4.12.2

Assessment

Uptime Institute tiers classify data centres according to their operational sustainability, i.e. their capacity to continue
working in the event of a power cut or system failure, or during maintenance. They are not specifically focused on
evaluating energy efficiency but they are relevant when defining the energy services provided by the DCs and when
comparing the energy efficiency level of DCs.
4.4.13

EN 50600-4-1:2016 Information technology - Data centre facilities and infrastructures - Part 4-1:
Overview of and general requirements for key performance indicators

4.4.13.1

Description

This European Standard36 specifies the following for the other standards in the EN 50600 4-X series:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

a common structure,
definitions, terminology and boundary conditions for KPIs of data centre resource usage effectiveness and
efficiency,
common requirements for KPIs of data centre resource usage effectiveness and efficiency,
common objectives for KPIs of the data centre resource effectiveness and efficiency,
general information regarding the use of KPIs of data centre resource usage effectiveness and efficiency.

The common requirements address different aspects of the data centres:
Scale: Data centres vary widely in terms of scale (i.e. the maximum design service implementations). KPls
shall be valid for all scales of data centres.

36

EN 50600-4-1:2016 Information technology - Data centre facilities and infrastructures - Part 4-1: Overview of and general requirements for key performance indicators https://standards.cencenelec.eu/dyn/www/f?p=CENELEC:110:::::FSP_PROJECT,FSP_ORG_ID:60776,1258297&cs=1EE9B4ACAAF98EFCDA91E2949FBE95F1E
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Evolution: Data centres generally do not go from 'zero' to full utilization on day one and tend to feature
power demands that grow from day one moving towards the maximum design load and at any point strategic changes may take place (such as the procurement of more efficient IT equipment) which can reduce the
load before once again beginning to grow towards the maximum design load. KPls shall be valid for all
'states of evolution' of an operational infrastructure.
Formulae: Each KPI must be defined in clear and unambiguous mathematical terms.
Definition of boundaries: Each KPI shall define the elements of the data centres infrastructure to be included in any measurements or calculations. Each KPI shall define the treatment of resources at the interfaces to the system to which the KPI applies. Boundaries are to be described by the perimeter, spaces and
equipment contained therein.
Reporting: Each KPI shall define the reporting requirements for resources relevant to the determination of
the KPI.
Definition of terms: Each KPI shall clearly define all terms relevant to its application.
Measurement points and procedures: Each KPI shall be based upon parameters that are measurable in an
unambiguous manner. The measurement points shall be included for each KPI. The following procedures
shall be followed:
a) each KPI shall be assessed over a defined period of time;
b) all parameters relevant to the assessment of the KPI shall be measured over a period not exceeding a specified time;
c) the maximum time between measurements defines the time interval between which KPls shall be
re- assessed. Continuous measurements of KPls are recommended, where applicable.
Requirements: Each KPI shall clearly define strict requirements for inclusions/exemptions/exclusions within
the formulae.
Classifications Each KPI shall clearly define any classification systems that apply to its application.
4.4.13.2

Assessment

The standard provides specific and clear guidelines as to how to develop suitable metrics for data centre, and some
concepts have been used for evaluation in this report.
4.4.14

South Korea: Holistic Indicator of Energy Efficiency

4.4.14.1

Description

This standard37 presents a holistic method for evaluating the energy efficiency of data centres based on a radar
chart. The chart also displays lower bounds and upper bounds of target energy efficiency and quantifies the operational achievement of multiple energy efficiency indicators. This helps the data centre operator effectively monitor the
energy efficiency of data centres.
The radar chart displays the KPI of the data centre evaluated and also the upper and lower bounds, i.e. the KPI target and the KPI floor that define the range where the data centre performance should be. An example is shown in
Figure 4-1:

37

TTAK.KO-09.0089/R1 Energy Efficiency Monitoring System for Data Centre - Part 2 : Holistic Indicator of Energy Efficiency
http://tta.kr/eng/new/standardization/eng_ttastddesc.jsp?stdno=TTAK.KO-09.0089/R1
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Figure 4-1: Radar chart for 5 KPI includinh upper and lower bounds
For quantifying the degree of underperformance compared to the target of energy operation efficiency, the standard
defines the Data centre energy management efficiency average non-achievability which is calculated as follows:

AVef: Data centre energy management efficiency average non-achievability
Xi: Operating efficiency of ith energy efficiency measurement indicator (0 Xi 1)
LBi: Lower target of ith energy operating efficiency (0 LBi 1)
UBi: ith Upper limit of energy operating efficiency (0 UBi 1)
4.4.14.2

Assessment

The radar chart is a simple solution to represent the different functions of a data centre and their efficiencies. There
is a need to create a figure that combines the three main functions (processing, storage and networking) which may
lead to complex formulas. The Korean standard solves this issue in an easy way and also provides a method to evaluate the indicator against a target.
4.4.15

EU: Technical assistance study on "points system" methods

4.4.15.1

Description

The European Commission launched a technical assistance project to evaluate and derive a "points-system" methodology that could be applied to the development of Ecodesign requirements for complex products and/or product
systems. This need arose due to the increasingly common investigation of more complex energy-related products
and systems for prospective Ecodesign and Energy Labelling implementing measures within the Ecodesign work
plan, most notably since the advent of the 2012-2014 Ecodesign working plan. An example of such products is data
storage devices, which are complex in that:
They may have more than one functional unit (i.e. the quantified performance of a product system for use
as a reference unit in a life cycle assessment study), due to the variety of functions the product is capable
of performing.
The functional units may be inherently difficult to assess due to measurement or methodological difficulties.
It is also common for the product groups concerned to have varying degrees of heterogeneity that complicate their
assessment against common metrics and measurement methods. However, as savings potentials from the adoption
of appropriate Ecodesign technologies can be significant, and these technologies are theoretically capable of being
assessed on a modular basis, the European Commission was interested in evaluating whether it is feasible to devise
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an assessment methodology for product systems comprised of technology/design modules that considers the ensemble of modular technologies deployed.
In addition to general assessment, method development and stakeholder consultations, two case studies were carried out, where one was about data storage equipment, which therefore is very relevant for the current study.
The data storage performance factors are mentioned to be:
Capacity (GB) and ready idle (GB/W): This is the raw storage capacity ( raw meaning the amount of data
on the media not taking into account RAID (redundant array of independent disks) systems, compressed
data etc.), measured in GB.
Transactional performance (IOPS) and transactional energy performance (IOPS/W): IOPS measures the
number of discrete transactions completed per second, often from multiple processes and clients. The data
transferred in each transaction tends to be small and random. Optimising for performance favours the use
of SSDs and small, fast-rotating HDDs.
Sequential performance (MiBPS) sequential energy performance (MiBPS/W): Throughput refers to the
amount of data transferred per second and is used for measuring sequential performance, where larger
quantities of data are being accessed contiguously in a stream.
In brief, the method can be used to test storage equipment for performance and energy consumption and thereby
achieve a performance per energy unit figure. The analysis shows that the final metrics can differentiate between
different products, without favouring any particular class, and are applicable to a range of applications with varying
levels of utilisation.
4.4.15.2

Assessment

The point system method may be a more sophisticated but also complex method of establishing a metric for storage
equipment. The point system method is seen as more relevant for specific criteria for storage equipment than for DC
metrics.

4.5

Summary of energy and functional metrics

The metrics described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 are presented in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2, as overview of their main
features, including a rough evaluation for policy-making purposes.
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Table 4-1: Summary of energy metrics

Metric

Power Usage Efficiency

KPIEM Global Key Performance Indicator of Energy
Management

KPITE Objective Key Performance Indicator of task efficiency

Benchmark energy factor
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Description

Energy scope

Type of data
centres

PUE is the ratio between the total facility
energy consumed and
the IT equipment energy consumed

IT equipment
Power delivery
components
Cooling system
components
Other miscellaneous component
loads, such as data
centre lighting

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre.
Managed Service
Provider DC

This metric is calculated multiplying
KPIEC Objective Key
Performance Indicator
of energy consumption, which equals to
the total energy consumption of the DC,
with KPITE Objective
Key Performance Indicator of task efficiency,
which equals to PUE.
It is also multiplied by
renewable and reuse
factors
It is calculated as the
ratio of total energy
consumption of the DC
by the energy consumption of information technology
equipment (ITE)
and/or network telecommunications
equipment (NTE)
It is the ratio between
the Essential energy,
calculated by means
of loads and

IT equipment
Power delivery
components
Cooling system
components
Other miscellaneous component
loads, such as data
centre lighting

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre
Managed Service
Provider DC

Interval
assessment

Monthly,
weekly, daily
or continuous

Monthly

Reporting period

Rating for policy makers

Week, month or year
(averages)

Complexity: low
Data collection: easy
Method and boundaries: welldefined
Scope: general energy metric
that does not target critical elements of DC

Year

Complexity: low
Data collection: easy
Method and boundaries: well
defined
Includes renewable and reuse
factors which makes it less/not
suitable as an efficiency metric.

Year

Complexity: low
Data collection: easy
Method and boundaries: well
defined
Scope: energy metric that does
not target critical elements of
DC

Storage: year

Complexity: medium/high
Data collection: medium, due to
update of essential performance
factors

Penalties in terms
of additional consumption are applied to the energy consumption
in case of shared
facilities

IT equipment
Power delivery
components
Cooling system
components
Other miscellaneous component
loads, such as data
centre lighting

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre.
Managed Service
Provider DC

Monthly

IT equipment
Power delivery
components

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)

Storage:
monthly

Metric

Description

Energy scope

performance factors
from BAT, and the Total energy consumption of the DC evaluated

Cooling system
components
Other miscellaneous component
loads, such as data
centre lighting

Type of data
centres

Energy consumption per m2
and year

IT equipment
Power delivery
components
Cooling system
components
Other miscellaneous component
loads, such as data
centre lighting

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre.
Managed Service
Provider DC

Energy efficiency ratio
PUE/PUEref

It is the ratio between
the PUE of data centre
and the reference PUE
derived from an regression equation
coming from statistical
US data in DC

IT equipment
Power delivery
components
Cooling system
components
Other miscellaneous component
loads, such as data
centre lighting

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre.
Managed Service
Provider DC

IT equipment: servers

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre.
Managed Service
Provider DC

Server idle coefficient and
data centre idle coefficient
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Reporting period

Managed Service
Provider DC
Excluded colo DC
and DC whose
electricity bill is
included in the
rent

Consumption per
square meter per year
= IT Power density
(W/m2) x time of use
during one year x PUE
Time of use during
one year = 8760 x utilization rate
The utilization rate is
defined as the overall
extent to which data
centre servers are being used and is usually
recorded as a percentage.

It is the ratio between
the server idle energy
and total server energy

Interval
assessment

Rating for policy makers
Method and boundaries: well
defined
Scope: energy metric that identifies three elements of DC:
servers, storage and networking

Year

Complexity: low
Data collection: easy
Method and boundaries: utilisation rate requires a tighter definition
Scope: general energy metric
that does not target critical elements of DC

Monthly

Year

Complexity: medium, as requires survey and statistical
analysis
Data collection: easy
Method and boundaries: well
defined
Scope: general energy metric
that does not target critical elements of DC

Between 1 minute and 1
hour

Minimum suggested
length is one week, so
that day/night and
workday/weekend
patterns are included

Complexity: low
Data collection: easy
Method and boundaries: well
defined
Scope: energy metric that only
targets idle server energy

Monthly,
weekly, daily
or continuous

Table 4-2: Summary of functional metrics

Metric

Description

DPPE - Data Centre
Performance Per Energy

DPPE = (ITEU x ITEE)/(DC
energy - Green energy)
ITEU IT Equipment Utilization: Total energy consumption of IT equipment
(actual) / Total rated energy con-sumption of IT
equipment (rated)
ITEE IT Equiment Energy
Efficiency: Total rated capacity of IT equipment
(rated) / Total rated power
of IT equipment (rated)

Data Centre energy
Productivity (DCeP)

Useful Work Produced /
Total Data Centre Energy
Consumed Producing this
Work
Useful Work is defined to
be the sum over i of all
tasks 1 through M initiated
within the assessment window multiplied by a timebased utility function
Ui(t,T), which takes into accoung the dependence of
the task with time, and factor Vi that assigns a normalized value to each task
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Functions
Scope

Processing,
storage,
networking

Tasks delivered by
the DC to
be defiened by
operator

Energy scope

IT equipment
Power delivery
components
Cooling system
components
Other miscellaneous component
loads, such as
data centre lighting

IT equipment
Power delivery
components
Cooling system
components
Other miscellaneous component
loads, such as
data centre lighting

Type of data
centres

Interval
assessment

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre.
Managed Service
Provider DC

Work capacity
is not defined in
the metric, but it
can be any industry standard
or custom capacity metric,
such as Composite Theoretical
Performance
(CTP), Adjusted
Peak Performance (APP),
SPECpower,
etc.

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre.
Managed Service
Provider DC

No shorter than
about 20 times
the mean run
time of the any
of the tasks initiated in the assessment window

Reporting
period

Rating for policy
makers

Same as PUE

Complexity: low
Data collection: easy
Method and boundaries:
good, but work capacity
not defined
Scope: functional metric
that identifies critical elements of DC

Not applicable

Complexity: depending
on useful work definition.
Time function and V normalisation function may
be complex
Data collection: depending on useful work definition
Method and boundaries:
to be defined by DC operator
Scope: functional metric
that needs the definition
of elements, open to the
DC operator

Metric

Description

Functions
Scope

Energy scope

Type of data
centres

Interval
assessment

Functions
within Energy
Checker

IT equipment
Power delivery
components
Cooling system
components
Other miscellaneous component
loads, such as
data centre lighting

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre.
Managed Service
Provider DC

Processing

Power delivery
components
Cooling system
components
Other miscellaneous component
loads, such as
data centre lighting

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre.
Managed Service
Provider DC

Networking

Power delivery
components
Cooling system
components
Other miscellaneous component
loads, such as
data centre lighting

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre.
Managed Service
Provider DC

Not available

Not applicable

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre.

SPEC defines a
base runtime for
each of the 12
benchmark programs. For

Reporting
period

Rating for policy
makers

Not applicable

Complexity: easy
Data collection: medium,
requires Energy Checker
Method and boundaries:
good
Scope: functional metric,
Energy checker
measures servers activity

Not applicable

Complexity: easy
Data collection: medium,
scale ratios
Method and boundaries:
good
Scope: functional metric
that covers servers

Not applicable

Complexity: low
Data collection: easy
Method and boundaries:
good
Scope: functional metric
that covers networking

Not applicable

Complexity: low
Data collection: easy
Method and boundaries:
good

so that they may be algebraically summed

DCeP subset by
productivity link

DCeP subset by sample workload

Useful Work Produced /
Total Data Centre Energy
Consumed Producing this
Work
Useful work calculated by
Intel Productivity Link
Energy Checker, simplified by ignoring the timebased aspect (the term
U(t,Ti) in the equation)
Useful Work Produced /
Total Data Centre Energy
Consumed Producing this
Work
The useful work is measured for a servers sample,
to which a ratio is applied
to scale the servers sample
to the whole DC. Simplified
by ignoring the time-based
aspect (the term U(t,Ti) in
the equation)

Bits per kilowatt-hour

Total volume of bits of information from every outbound router on the data
centre network, divided by
the total energy consumed
by the data centre

Weighted CPU utilization SPECint®_rate

Average CPU utilization is
multiplied by published
SPECint_rateiv values
from System Performance
Evaluation Corporation
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Processing

Same as DCeP

Same as DCeP

Metric

Weighted CPU utilization
SPECpower_ssj2008

Weighted CPU utilization 7 Compute Units
Per Second (CUPS)
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Description
(SPEC). SPECint_rate
numbers represent a number of SPECint operations
per second at maximum
utilization. Multiplying by
average CPU utilization
and the length of time
measured gives a result in
the count of SPECint_rate
operations that could be
processed in that time period
Average CPU utilization is
multiplied by published
SPECpower 100% utilization values from SPEC.
SPECpower_ssj2008
100% utilization numbers
represent a number of
SPECpower operations per
second at maximum utilization. Multiplying by average
CPU utilization and the
length of time measured
gives a re-sult in the count
of SPECpower_ssj2008
operations that could be
completed in that time period.
CUPS is a calculated
benchmark based on the
age of the computers in the
data centre. The average
CPU utilization is multiplied
by a theoretical performance value based on the
age of each computer in
the popula-tion.

Functions
Scope

Processing

Processing

Energy scope

Type of data
centres

Interval
assessment

Managed Service
Provider DC

SPECint2006,
that number
ranges from
1000 to 3000
seconds

Not applicable

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre
Managed Service
Provider DC

Not applicable

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre
Managed Service
Provider DC

240 seconds

Not applicable

Reporting
period

Rating for policy
makers
Scope: functional metric
that covers servers

Not applicable

Complexity: low
Data collection: easy
Method and boundaries:
good
Scope: functional metric
that covers servers

Not applicable

Complexity: low
Data collection: easy
Method and boundaries:
good
Scope: functional metric
that covers servers

Metric

Description

Functions
Scope

Energy scope

Type of data
centres

Interval
assessment

Reporting
period

Rating for policy
makers

Not applicable

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre
Managed Service
Provider DC

Not available

Not available

Not enough data
Scope: functional metric
that covers servers

Enterprise DC or
server room
(smaller DC)
Co-location centre
Managed Service
Provider DC

Computing:one
to ten minutes is
recommended,
locally aggregated if possible
to a two-hour
rolling average.
Storage, same
Network: one to
five minutes is
recommended,
although that
may need to be
increased for
larger networks
to minimize induced traffic.
Sampling

The reporting
period is flexible
and left to individual operators
to determine depending on their
reporting needs

Complexity: low
Data collection: medium
Method and boundaries:
good, only report period
defined by operators
Scope: functional metric
that identifies critical elements of DC

The (simplified) algorithm
used to calculate APP consists of the following steps:

Adjusted Peak Performance (APP)

ICT capacity and utilization metrics
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Determine how many 64 bit
(or better) floating point operations every processor in
the system can perform per
clock cycle (best case).
This is FPO(i).
Determine the clock frequency of every processor.
This is F(i).
Choose the weighting factor for each processor: 0.9
for vector processors and
0.3 for non-vector processors. This is W(i).
Calculate the APP for the
system as follows: APP =
FPO(1) * F(1) * W(1) + ... +
FPO(n) * F(n) * W(n).

ICT capacity is defined as
a tuple of four components:
Compute, memory, storage
and network Capacities
ICT utilization is defined as
a tuple of: Compute,
memory, storage and network Utilization

Processing

Processing
(computing
and
memory),
storage,
networking

Not applicable

Metric

Description

Functions
Scope

Energy scope

Type of data
centres

Interval
assessment
windows should
include peak
bursts within
each four-hour
window and a
five-minute or
greater rolling
average taken
over a 30-day
interval, aggregated locally if
possible
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Reporting
period

Rating for policy
makers

5

Suggestions for metrics suitable for energy efficiency policies

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter we suggest DC functional metrics for use by policy makers, which are based on data measurements
and collection at the individual DCs. The first of the two DC functional metrics is aimed at IT equipment and it evaluates the functional efficiency of the DC as the average used capacity divided by the average IT power used. In contrast, the second metric evaluates the total work delivered and the total energy consumption of the DC during a reporting period. These metrics are meant to illustrate two options among the different solutions that can be adopted
for information and regulatory purposes.

5.2

Suggestion for DC functional metrics for use by policy makers

5.2.1

Assessment of most suited metrics

From the literature review, there are two clear and distinct type of metrics (energy and functional metrics) that are
currently available to evaluate the performance of data centres. While energy metrics provide useful information
about how energy is consumed, by which equipment and systems and the relation between the energy consumption
for the equipment and systems, they do not consider the output or work delivered by the equipment/system or the
complete data centre. Energy metrics are therefore not real energy efficiency metrics and not considering the work
delivered hinders fair comparison among different data centres. However, defining and measuring the work delivered
by a data centre in terms of services delivered to the end-user is quite complex. A more pragmatic approach is developing metrics based on the three basic functions: processing, storage and networking (see section 3.4.3
Within the group of energy metrics, the CSA C510:21 metric stands out due to its ability to define different benchmarks (or essential energy) for the three main elements of the data centre, based on BAT (Best Available Technology). The standard provides the factors and reference values for servers, storage, networking, mechanical/cooling
subsystem, power system and lighting. The critical component of this methodology is precisely determining the BAT
values, because, it needs to regularly update the performance factors according to the BAT evolution. Besides, this
may lead to the discussion whether different BAT values would need to be defined to fit the specific characteristics of
the different types of data centres. This may also apply to servers, storage and networking, which may differ in terms
of capacity, power, etc.
The group of functional metrics is characterized by comprising at least one of the three main functions of data centres: processing, storage and networking. There are many metrics aimed at measuring the performance of servers
by means of industry-standard benchmarks such as SPECpower_ssj2008, which is the first industry-standard benchmark that evaluates the power and performance characteristics of volume server class computers, and it is among
others used in the EU ecodesign implementing measure for servers and storage systems. There are also metrics
measuring performance of storage systems and network equipment individually.
For functional metrics covering all three main functions (processing, storage and networking) and supported by a
sufficiently defined method, we have identified two metrics: The Data Centre Performance Per Energy from the Japanese Green IT Promotion Council and the ICT capacity and utilisation from the Green Grid.
The Data Centre Performance Per Energy consists of two elements, being IT Equipment Energy Efficiency (ITEE)
the parameter that contains the functions in terms of rated capacity. This means that ITEE measures the nominal or
design efficiency of the data centres, and does not cover the efficiency at operation, i.e. the factors derived from the
operation of the data centre (e.g. low or high utilization) are out of the equation. Besides, the three parameters are
normalised using typical values from 2005, providing an index easier to evaluate.
The ICT capacity and utilisation from the Green Grid also covers the three functions, distinguishing between computing and memory, and evaluates both capacity and utilisation. It is a method to measure and assess the effective utilization of a set of data centre ICT services and provide a simple indicator of used and available capacity. It is therefore more oriented to DC operators and not to policy makers. Besides, the term for energy consumption would need
to be defined as the Green Grid method only targets the function parameters.
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5.2.2

Suggested metrics

5.2.2.1

IT Equipment Average Efficiency Index

We suggest modifying the formula and principles of the ITEE to include used capacity for delivered useful work as an
average over a measurement period. This metric would enable the evaluation of the IT functions delivered at different loads per average power consumed by the IT equipment. Therefore, it would be a to assess the efficiency of the
IT equipment in terms of function delivered per power consumed by the IT equipment. It could also be used both to
evaluate the data centre at standard conditions and to monitor the operation of the data centres, focused on the IT
equipment
As explained previously, the three most common functions found in literature are processing, storage and networking. These three functions cannot be summed directly, they required to be normalised into an equivalent unit, and to
this purpose, we define the normalisation factors using the same approached used by the metric ITEE. ITEEI factors
, and are the coefficients to integrate the capacity of server, storage and network equipment. , and are defined as the inverses of the power consumption efficiency of a standard server, standard storage equipment and
standard network equipment as of 2005, respectively. Similarly, the IT Equipment Average Efficiency Index (ITAEI)
proposal includes normalisation factors and its equation would be as follows (av: average):
𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸𝐼

𝑁1

𝑒

𝑒

𝑎

𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎 𝑎𝑐𝑖

𝑁2

𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎
𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎 𝑎𝑐𝑖
av used power of IT devices

𝑁3

𝑒

𝑘𝑎

𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎 𝑎𝑐𝑖

N1 = normalisation factor for servers = rated power of BAT server / rated capacity of BAT server
N2 = normalisation factor for storage = rated power of BAT storage / rated capacity of BAT storage
N3 = normalisation factor for network = rated power of BAT network / rated network of BAT network
The normalization factors build up a dimensionless index and since they reflect the BAT reference values, they serve
as benchmarks to which compare the used capacity and power. These normalisation factors could also be based on
average values, though the advantage of BAT references is that they can provide values towards which converge. In
any case, the defintion of the normalisation factors requires a technical analysis of a representative sample of equipment and different types of data centres, attending to their size, capacity and complexity. The normalisation factors
could be defined for the specific equipment (servers, storage, network) or for different types or categories of data
centres. For example, a data centre with a certain level of complexity will probably be composed by a set of servers,
storage and network that are coherent among them and with the complexity of the data centre. Therefore, the BAT
reference of that type of data centre would consist of the set of three values for server, storage and network that represent the most appropriate equipment. The definition of normalisation factors, either in the form of BAT values or
other reference values, would require an extensive and detailed technical analysis of the performance of the different
types and categories of data centres. BAT values would additionally require regular updating to capture the market
and technological evolution.
ITAEI is a metric based on an average of the results of testing used capacity and power over a sampling window, i.e.
a representative period of time, hence it does not measure total work delivered with reference to the total energy
consumption in that period of time. Testing is proposed to follow the recommendations from the Green GridThe testing time would be between one to ten minutes aggregated into an average of two hours. Sampling windows should
include peak bursts within each four-hour window per day during a 30-day interval. However, in case of monitoring
real operation, the sampling window can be longer, or even continuous monitoring.
The ITAEI could be combined with a point system approach. It would be a suitable option for information measures,
paving the way towards potential mandatory thresholds. This proposal also allows the definition of a specific test
method under controlled conditions and load demand which will enable the comparison among different DC in terms
of IT equipment performance.
5.2.2.2

Data Centre Functional Efficiency

The Data Centre Functional Efficiency (DCFE) is meant to measure the total functions delivered by a data centre
and the total energy consumption over a reporting period. This metric will focus on the operation of the data centres,
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and would include all the energy consumed, not only IT equipment. Therefore, it would be a tool for operators to
monitor the total functional efficiency of the data centres, and for policy options aimed at collecting information by
means of reporting provisions.
The formula of DCFE would be similar to ITAEI, incorporating the total functions delivered and the total energy consumption over a period of time:
𝐷𝐶𝐹𝐸

𝑁1

𝑒

𝑒

𝑘 𝑑𝑒 𝑖 𝑒 𝑒𝑑

𝑁2 𝑐
𝑎 𝑖 𝑒
𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑒𝑑
𝑁3 𝑐
total energy consumption of DC

𝑎 𝑖 𝑒 𝑒

𝑘

𝑒𝑑

N1, N2 and N3 would remain the same values as for ITAEI, in terms of rated capacity per power consumed by the
BAT IT equipment, as it is a simple way to create a dimensionless index retaining the advantage of the BAT reference.
DCFE would need to measure total work delivered with reference to the total energy consumption in that period of
time. Measuring the work delivered would entail testing in the same way as ITAEI, but instead of average, the measurement would be cumulative, first over the testing time, and then over the reporting period, which would be the
same as the energy reporting period. The energy consumption needs to be measure along a year to take into account the effect of seasonal temperature variations. For continuous monitoring, Data Centre Infrastructure Management (DCIM) can be used.
5.2.3

Which data sources are required to calculate the suggested metrics?

In the previous sections, we have suggested two functional metrics, which require the following data:
Used capacities of servers, storage and network
Used power of servers, storage and network
Work delivered by servers, cumulative storage and network used along a reporting period.
The measurement and reporting methods are proposed to be in line with standards on DC management systems,
such as Recommendation ITU-T L.1303 Functional requirements and framework of green data centre energy-saving
management system, which includes requirements as follows:
Measuring energy consumption in data centre: It is necessary to measure energy consumption in data centres. Energy is lost in power systems and distribution and consumed by cooling systems, lighting systems
and ICT equipment. If the data centre shares the space with offices that are not related, it needs to measure energy consumption of offices which shall be discriminated from the whole data centre energy consumption. The data can be used to calculate performance indicators such as PUE. Measurement devices
shall be installed at the measuring points defined in [ITU-T L.1302].
Measuring energy consumption of ICT equipment: It is necessary to measure energy consumption of ICT
equipment.
Measuring energy consumption at the input of PDU: Measurement of energy consumption of ICT equipment shall be done at least at the input of PDU. Measurement devices shall be installed at the measuring
points. ICT equipment energy consumption also can be measured at rack level or equipment level.
Measuring operating information on ICT equipment: Operating information of ICT equipment such as CPU
utilization, memory utilization, storage utilization, or network utilization needs to be measured. Software programs such as DCIM shall be installed in the considered equipment.
Operating information on ICT equipment should be provided via user interfaces.
The ITU Recommendation establishes the dashboard-style user interface which provides energy-related facilities
and processed data to users. The data that users can query and monitor through the user interface are the following:
Facility equipment, ICT equipment, building information
Equipment ID, location, specification, manager, etc.
The energy consumed, temperature, humidity
The ICT utilization (CPU, memory, network, storage)
KPIs
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For measuring energy consumption, ETSI ES 205 200-2-1, ITU-T L.1302 and EN 50600-2-2, among other standards,
describe the measuring methods and measuring points for DC energy metrics. Figure 5-1 shows a DC electricity
distribution scheme and the measuring points: ICT power consumption would be measured at tertiary distribution,
which would be granularity level 3 of EN 50600-2-2.

Figure 5-1: Measuring points established in ETSI ES 205 200-2-1
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6

Gap analysis

6.1

What are the gaps in existing metrics for data centre efficiency and how can
the gaps be filled

The literature review shows the many different options for energy metrics, and also functional metrics that have been
developed for the purpose of monitoring the energy consumption of a DC. There are several metrics already available meant to monitor the operation of DC and hence they allow certain leeway to accommodate to their specific conditions and objectives. However, policy-making requires a higher level of definition in the shape of standard methods
for measurement and reporting that establish common units, scope and boundaries, testing methods and times,
sampling windows, reporting periods, measurement conditions, etc. which will enable the fair comparison required
for policy-making.
The challenge to come up with this standard is that it must distinguish the different types of DCs in terms of size,
complexity and business models, as explained in section 3.2. The measurement of energy consumption needs to
factor in those situations when DC operators share infrastructure, or do not have control over it, i.e. colocation centres and managed service provider. In this regard, ETSI ES 205 200-2-1 sets specific points to measure energy consumption, also in case of shared infrastructure. In any case, the methodology to calculate the metric may need to
incorporate specifications to overcome those situations.
One of the points indicated by EDNA1 is that the metrics must compare the product efficiency at the range of utilisation levels, which the device is expected to operate in, and this is most easily determined with knowledge of the complete efficiency curve, rather than a single number. There are indeed some functional metrics, particularly for servers
that do not specify a representative sampling period to come up with an average figure that covers different operation conditions. In other cases, such as the ITEE, the metric only evaluates the efficiency under the rated conditions.
However, there have been efforts to establish testing methods that span a representative sample of the operations,
and even the need to monitor certain parameter continuously, as described by ITU or the Green Grid.
Another issue that needs a further analysis is the integration of the three DC functions into an unique value of work
delivered by the DC. This combination requires the definition of weighting or normalisation factors that have an evident impact on the behaviour of the metric. In this regard, it is recommended that any metric proposed is tested under different conditions and for different technologies and types of data centres, to ensure that it is sensitive to the
main factors affecting performance and energy consumption and that its results are in line with the policy objectives.
Another important gap is the collection of data from the individual DCs, which must be reported for policy purposes.
There are standards such as the Recommendation ITU-T L.1303 that address data collection from DC, describing
the functional requirements and framework of an energy-saving management system for green data centres. It covers energy consumption but also operating information on ICT equipment, such as CPU utilization, memory utilization, storage utilization, or network utilization, and it usually requires the installation of software. This could raise
some issues for different kind of DCs, such as colocation centres. There is currently a gap about the reporting responsibility in these situations, i.e., whether the DC operator can report it or the server owner. If the latter, the server
owner and the DC operator must reach an agreement to enable the DC operator access to the server. Policy makers
could contribute to clarify these situations developing appropriate data reporting frameworks.
In this regard, the policy-making process requires a significant amount of data to be analysed, which do not seem to
be available at this point of time. If the proposed new EED will be adopted in EU and followed by a delegated act to
specify the data collection, this seems to fill the data gaps for EU. In general, it seems that an intermediate step
should be a mandatory requirement on information provision, which could lead to other policy measures later on.
Finally, the reporting period, usually one year, would hamper the deployment of those policy measures aimed at setting minimum requirements, for example, as it would be too long for the application and verification procedures.

6.2

Monitoring of DC energy consumption at global or regional levels

For the secondary aim to monitor the development of energy consumption and energy efficiency of DCs at global,
national or regional levels to be used as a basis for developing policies, mandatory information requirements on individual DC (for example, the data required to calculate the metrics suggested in section 6) would provide the
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necessary information to build up regional or global figures on energy consumption. This is the proposal from the
new EU Energy Efficiency Directive, which will probably be the first regulation to be implemented (when adopted)
that requires DC owners and operators to publish data, which can be used for metrics.
Other option would be setting voluntary measures that promote the collection and report of data from DC operators,
which is the case of the ENERGY STAR Score for Data Centres. This voluntary initiative enables the reporting of
data from the participants DC operators, and besides, it involves the collaboration from many associations and experts to collect an extensive database that is needed for the scoring system. This database consists of survey data
collected by EPA, coordinated with major industry associations, including Uptime Institute, Green Grid, 7x24 Exchange, and AFCOM.
Another alternative would be taken data traffic as the simplest proxy for the performance level of the DCs without
data collection at the individual DCs. The data traffic could potentially be combined with adjustment factors for different DC work types (e.g. streaming vs high performance computing) would provide a simple indicator for following the
development of the energy efficiency / intensity of DCs. Work related to the EDNA s Total energy Model for Connected Devices would be relevant here combined with other sources.
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7

Case study

7.1.1.1

IT Equipment Average Efficiency Index

The suggested metric ITAEI is applied to the following case study, whose data is partially taken from DPPE Measurement Guidelines. The data centre is composed by the following elements:
Server:
420 units
N1 = 1.2 W/GTOPS
TOPS is a unit of "Composite Theoretical Performance" (CTP), which is a measure of the performance of computers used in international agreements and Export Control in Japan. In the case of a single processor machine,
CTP measures the execution speed of arithmetic and logical operations, and converts the execution speed relative
to the word length to 64-bit word length. In the case of multiprocessor machines, the above calculations are
performed for each processor, and the weight coefficients are multiplied to the results and the sum is taken.
GTOPS (= 106 TOPS) is often used as a unit.
Storage:
42 units
N2 = 0.015 W/Gbyte
Network:
84 units
N3 = 8.5 W/Gbps
Along a month the used capacity of the data centre is measured as explained in section 5.2. The average power
consumption of the IT equipment is measured according to the ETSI specifications. The results are the following:
Server average used capacity: 41160 GTOPS
Storage average used capacity: 5400000 Gbyte
Network average used capacity: 630 Gbps
IT average power (one-month average) = 249000 W

𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸𝐼

1.2 W/GTOPSx 41160 GTOPS

0.015W/Gbytex 5440000 Gbyte
249000W

𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸𝐼

8.5 W/Gbpsx 630 Gbps

0.54

ITAEI would increase when the percentage of capacity used and the percentage of maximum power consumed converge to the same value, that is, if stand-by and idle energy consumption is minimised. This effect is shown in Figure
7-1 where ITAEI is plotted versus the percentage of rated capacity used and calculated assuming three hypothetical
minimum power consumptions.
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Figure 7-1: ITAEI vs % rated capacity used for different minimum power consumption
ITAEI would also increase when the IT equipment performance improves and gets closer to BAT performance. This
improvement can be observed in Figure 7-2, where ITAEI of the case study is plotted together with the ITAEI of an
hypothetical data centre with a performance 20% higher.
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Figure 7-2: ITAEI of case study and ITAEI of a better performing DC

7.1.1.2

Data Centre Functional Efficiency

The same data centre is used as case study for operational metric suggested, DCFE. The measured work delivered
and total energy consumption would be the following:
Server work delivered: 29635200 GTOPS.h
Storage used: 3888000000 Gbyte.h
Network used: 453600 Gbps.h
Total DC energy consumption per year = 269892000 Wh

𝐷𝐶𝐹𝐸

1.2 29635200

0.015 3888000000
269892000
𝐷𝐶𝐹𝐸

8.5 453600

0.36

The functional units of server, storage and network are expressed in terms if capacity used- hour, similar to the energy
consumption unit Wh. This is meant to keep the metric dimensionless when using the typical energy unit Wh. If the
energy unit was J, the work delivered by servers should be expressed in GTOP and the network measured in Gbp. In
the case of storage use, it represents the accumulated data stored along a year, and though the reasonable unit would
be also Gbyte, the unit Gbyte.h is proposed to distinguish the accumulated data stored from the storage capacity.
DCFE would be sensitive to the same parameters as IAEI but to a lesser extent, since the function delivered would be
diluted by the total energy consumption. As an offset, DCFE is capable to react to improvements in PUE and to monitor
the efficiency of the DC in terms of functions delivered and total energy consumed under all the operation conditions
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along a reporting period, load demand, environmental conditions and climate variations. To illustrate the impact of
parameters that play a role in DCFE, Figure 7-3 shows the evolution of DCFE as function of used IT capacity for two
situations: PUE constant with load (in blue) and PUE decreasing with load, assuming an exponential function (in orange).

Figure 7-3: DCFE vs rated capacity used for PUE constant and PUE decreasing exponentially
As expected, if PUE is assumed to be constant with load, the shape of DCFE curve is similar to ITAEI, but this ideal
situation is not realistic. The most probable is that PUE decreases with load as it will be optimised for nominal or design
load conditions and there is always a minimum energy consumption from supporting equipment even at load zero.
Therefore, the behaviour of DCFE will depend very much on the curve of PUE with load and also other parameters,
such temperature, humidity, etc.
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8

Conclusion and policy recommendations

The literature review carried out in this study shows that there are multitude of initiatives aimed at evaluating the energy
consumption and performance of data centres, with the ultimate target of minimising their energy consumption. Key
performance indicators that evaluate the total energy consumption and the IT energy consumption such as PUE are
already well developed and fully supported by several standards. There are also variations to incorporate waste heat
and renewable energy, or to take into account the BAT of IT equipment as reference values.
However, the energy metrics are not able to evaluate the performance of the DC in terms of functions (or service)
delivered per energy consumed. In this regard, there are also several metrics, called functional metrics in this report,
that measure the main functions of the DC: computing, storage and network or transport. Those three functions are
well recognised among the literature, and the processing metrics, that is, those aimed at evaluating servers, are the
most common ones.
One of the challenges to build a DC functional metric is the need to integrate the three different functions in a unique
performance figure. Some authors argue that such integration is not really necessary and that it does not provide any
additional tool or useful information to DC operators. However, for a fair comparison, the total energy consumption of
a DC, either only IT equipment or including all supporting equipment, requires being confronted to a functional figure
that encompasses the same scope. Therefore, we suggest two metrics inspired by the DPPE as a metric that combines
the three functions, but evaluating the DC under operation conditions, not at rated conditions.
The metric ITAEI would be dedicated to IT equipment and it evaluates the functional efficiency of the DC as the average
used capacity divided by the average IT used power. In contrast, the metric DCFE evaluates the total work delivered
and the total energy consumption of the DC along a reporting period. These two different metrics are meant to respond
to the needs from different policy options: for example, a policy option that requires information from DC operators will
require different information, metrics and monitoring period than a policy option aimed at IT equipment owners or
manufacturers.
We also suggest normalisation factors that are based in BAT to allow the comparison of rated parameters against a
benchmark. The evaluation of DC by comparison with reference values is proposed by ENERGY STAR and CSA
standard, though for energy metrics. Similarly to those two standards, the functional metric suggested would require
to collect data from DC and carry out a technical analysis on the improvement options in order to come up with those
reference values also for different typed of DC.
Data collection is a necessary step prior to the development of any policy option, particularly to set mandatory minimum
performance or similar options. Therefore, policy-makers need to establish mandatory requirements for DC operators
and DC owners to provide this information, defining the parameters, the testing methods, sampling periods and/or the
reporting periods, etc, setting a harmonised framework of information provision that will enable the statistical and
technical analysis. Besides, the different DC operating and ownership models entail that the policy makers establish
the reporting responsibilities and the terms of agreement among stakeholders when access to IT equipment needs to
be granted. In this regard, the proposal for the new EU Energy Efficiency Directive is a step in this direction, since it
will be probably the first regulation to be implemented (when adopted) that requires DC owners and operators to
publish data, which can be used for metrics.
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